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Moreno Valley
Resident Dies

BBA Holds 20th Annual Awards Dinner

At54
On June 14, 1940 in Proctor,
Arkansas, twins were born to
Ferdinand and Inez Randle,
Ferdinand Elijah and Frances
Ernestine.
Due to the racial climate of
the times, her family was
forced to relocate north to
Chicago, Illinois. Frances
completed her secondary education at Eisenhower High
School in Blue Island, Illinois.
She attended Universal
Church of God in Robbins, Illinois where she met and eventually married James R. Powell,
and to this union was born four
children. In an effort to better
provide for his family, Reverend Powell moved to Compton, California in 1966. With
all of her children in school,
Frances pursued her life's
ambition of becoming an educator. She attended Compton
College where she received her
Associates of Arts degree in
Education. She continued her
education at the University of
Southern California resulting in
a Bachelor of Arts degree, also
in Education.
After a successful career in
Education, Frances moved with
her daughter to Moreno Valley,
California to begin another
career as a Care-Provider. She
founded "Granny's Place". A
name she became fondly
known by. She later expanded
to care for foster children. It
was more than just a business.
Her positive impact reached
beyond the children to involve
and include the entire family.
She not only impacted the lives
of her community, but also
those of her Church family.
She served as President of
the Usher Board and as Sunday
School teacher at San Bernardino Christian Centre, Church of
God. She supported the
Church auxiliary from the proceeds of her "Candy Store".
Frances Powell was a loving,
devoted mother. Her legacy
will live on, as she has past it
on to younger generations. She
was a pillar of strength, determination and encouragement to
others.
Granny is survived by her
children: Patrice R. Schilling
of Moreno Valley, CA, Philip
R. Powell of Rialto, CA, Preston R. Powell of Marietta, GA,
and Pamela R . Kinchen of
Ramstein, Germany; nine
grandchildren: Marcus and
Carmel Schilling, Jason,
Micah, Brandon and Blair Powell, Jarrett Powell, Christopher
and Dominique Kinchen; two
sisters: Rebecca Coleman and
Gladys Rials of Chicago, IL;
four brothers: James, Charles
"C.W.", William "Mac" and
Willie Randle; numerous nieces
and nephews, grandnieces and
grandnephews and a host of
other relatives and friends.
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SBVC Appoints
Riversider New
Academic Dean

John L. Dabney

Chairman and CEO of Southern California Edison Company John E. Bryson, U.S.
Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary, and BBA's Board of Directors Chairperson . Mary
Ann Mitchell. Hazel O'Leary was the keynote speaker at the Black Business
Association's 20th Annual Awards Dinner held recently at the Westin Bonaventure
Hotel.

Simpson Is Not Guilty Say
Majority In Black Voice Poll

T

he O.J. Simpson case
has attracted much
attention and rightfully
so, However, the
major news media in the country has behaved like the KKK
lynching mobs of the past.
They have acted in an irresponsible manner that is unforgivable in the field of objective
reporting. They printed, televised and placed on radio
unverified rumors just because
O.J. was a Black man who was
involved with a White woman
and man who were found murdered.
In days gone by, White vigilantes would hear that a White
female was supposedly raped
or violated in some manner by
a Black man and the lynching
would start with the closest or
the last Black man that was
available . This untouchable
major media has always and
continues to portray Black
males as thugs, drug pushers,
dope dealers, lazy, jive time
human beings. We are here to
tell you we don't like it and
won't take it any longer. If you
can't say something good about
a Black male then at least let
what you say be the truth.
We are not saying O.J. is
guilty or not guilty. We are saying don't become a lynching
mob to incite a riot because of
your eagerness to have some
news first.
The Black Voice News conducted a poll and found 98% of
people in the Black community
do not believe O.J. Simpson
killed his ex-wife Nicole and
her friend, Ronald L. Goldman.
In the same poll 100% of the
people believe the media is bias
and 98% believe the prosecutors are bias. Only 2% of
those asked were 15 years old,
all others were adults over 21;
some were senior citizens, business owners and some were
professionals.
The survey was conducted
anonymously. No names were
recorded and everyone was
given the opportunity to make
editorial comments. The following comments are from the
respondents.
"It is not a crime to yell at
your wife. The 911 tapes

"The media i bias, and are
trying to sell papers. O.J. is
convenient because he is Black
and a high profile individual.
They (the media) and the
LAPD are working together
and did the same thing to
Michael Jackson. If they had
any evidence they would have
charged him."
Another comment was, "Be
ye not unequally yoked. He
was definitely unequally
yoked."

O.J. Simpson
showed he dido 't hit her, nor
was he on drugs when Nicole
called in to the police. Nobody
deserves to be killed, but why
was the boyfriend's picture in
the family album? Los Angeles
DA Garcetti said on the air,
"we ex pect Mr. Simpson to
plead guilty." Why isn't the DA
looking for any other suspect? I
don't blame all of our trouble
on racism, but the general populous is thinking, O.J. and
White women . That's what
happens when you mess with a
White women."
"If the trial was left up to the
media he would be guilty. The
prosecutors and the media, feed
off each other. They should
have not allowed the release of
the 911 tapes, but it is too late
now that the damage is done.
Blacks are usually assumed
guilty before they go to court."
One theory someone came
up with is "the LAPD killed
them and is trying to make it
look like O.J. did it. The LAPD
doesn't like Blacks, ihat.'s why
they are coming up with and
releasing false information.
Who will be next- Bill Cosby
or Don King?"
"The Black radio stations
finally broke with the rest of
the media. They stopped
putting all that stuff down. The
White media is ruining relationships by telling women to
leave their mates. They say if
he hits you once he'll do it
again. I don't believe this."
"He is entitled to a trial. I
hope he can get 12 of his peers.
I detest how Garcetti handled
it, he is a political hack. They
handled this politically instead
of through the courts."

Those participating in the
poll were from varied backgrounds, two were attorneys.
One said, "the O.J. saga is how
the system is - one White and
the other Black. White people
don't get charged. One can go
months and not see a White person in criminal court. In Civil
court, the cases are 99% White."

continued on page B-1

T

he appointment of two
academic deans, one a
veteran of more than
33 years in the teaching ranks and the others from
the counseling staff, have been
approved for San Bernardino
Valley College by the district's
Board of Trustees.
John L. Dabney of Riverside, a history professor, was
named dean of the Social Science division, and Gary H.
Kelly of Rialto, a counselor in
the Cooperative Work Experience program, will become
dean of the Technical Division.
Their appointments, recommended by Dr. Donald L.
Singer, president, take effect on
July 1st.
The appointments mark the
second week in which major
personnel changes were made
at SBVC. Dr. Eva Conrad of
San Bernardino, has been
named vice president for
instruc tion, and Dr. Erminda
Alvillar Hicks of Etiwanda,
Vice-President for student services.
Dabney, who this year celebrated his twenty-fifth year at
SBVC by receiving an award
for service to college students
and the community from the
Faculty Association, will continue teaching two classes, History of American Minorities
and African-American History.
As he prepared to accept
responsibility for a division
which includes History, Human

Services, Philosophy & Rel igion, Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology, Dabney 's major concern was for
the need to hire addition al
instructors to take the places of
those who have retired in the
past two years. He succeeds
George Zaharopolous, who had
been at SBVC for 30 years.
Dabney said he is also looking
forward to working with his
department chair people on creative ways to retain students.
His own history department
will be left with only two professors by the end of the year,
when another faculty member
retires. That department formerly had a faculty of seven.
Dabney wrote the first Black
History program for the River- ·
side Unified School district. ,
He is one of several U.S. scholars who revised the 6th Edition
of John Hope Franklin's From
Slavery to Freedom fo r
McGraw-Hill.
Dabney has a Bachelor of
Science Degree in history and
fine arts from Alabama State
College and Master's degree in
history from Loma Linda University. He started at SBVC in
1969, coming from Ramona
High School where he was an
art instructor and dean for five
years. He formerly taught art
at Jones High School in Orlando, FL. He has also been a
part-time instructor at California State University since 1972.

Clark Is lnvite(t To People's Republic Of China

R

oslyn Turner-Clark,
local Christian psy chotherapist, speaker
and vocalist, has received an
invitation to join the Citizen's
Ambassador
Program's
Women in the Workplace delegation to go to the People's
Republic of China on July 21,
1994. She needs your prayers
and support.
Clark was selected to go
after she won the 2000 Notable
American Women Award in
recognition of her past
achievements and outstanding
service to the community for
her work as a therapist in her
counseling service entitled
Creative Counseling. She was
recommended for the award by
the National Association of
Female Executives (NAFE).
Clark said when she first
received the letter with a invitation to go to China she
thought they made a mistake.
"I called and asked, are you
sure you have the right person?" she said in a recent interview. Clark, along with about
45 other women from the U.S.
will be meeting with the All
China Women's Federation to
examine the status of women
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Roslyn Turner-Clark
in China and th eir roles as
business, educational and political representatives.
"I will not just be representing myself in the field of psychotherapy, I will also be representing the United States."
said Clark. She said she's
excited to be meeting with
women in China who struggle
with everyday issues like the
workplace, home and caregiv ing. Clark will be speaking on
the multiple roles woman have
to deal with . "Women wear
many hats." she said, "wife,
mother, and caregiver. I will
discuss these roles and how we
also learn to take care of our-

selves as women."
Clark said there will be several round table discussi on,
seminars and workshops
addressing the issue of
advancement of Ch inese
women in education and government. "We (American s)
seem to be more advanced but
we '11 see."
In addition to going to the
Republic of China, Clark also
received an invitation to go to
the Yokota Christian Center in
Toyko, Japan where she will be
ministering in music and song
at their morning service and
doing an evening concert.
Like Christian Psychotherapy, Clark looks upon h er
singing as a ministry and a
healing. She often sings in her
seminars and workshops. "God
encouraged me· to use music;"
she said, "Music goes places
words can't go."
Clark said she ·selects music
that will relate to the wounded
condition. She recently recorded an album entitled "Songs
From the Heart." She has also
sang concerts throu ghout
America and in cities through-

continued on page B-1
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LETTER To THE EDITOR

Do Black Women Hate Black Men?

''A

SUPPORT FOR DR. MILDRED HENRY AS
C.S.U.S.B. FULL PROFESSOR

lthough
racism is
destructive to
Black
people in America, it falls far
short of the destruction caused
by the conflict between today's
Black woman and Black man,"
contends author and psychologist A.L. Reynolds, III in his
latest book entitled, "Do Black
Women Hate Black Men"
(Hastings House, $18.95 cloth,
Pub date: July 10, 1994) with a
foreword by Danna Wood,
Columbia University School of
Social Work.
The Black male in American society is an endangered
species and strong Black families are decreasing to dangerous
levels. In this provocative new
book, author A.L. Reynolds
frankly addresses such questions as: Why are Black communities filled with "boys" in
their 20s, 30s, and 40s? How
did this evolve? Why are Black
women furious with Black
men? Why are there so many
destructive behaviors in Black
male and female relationships
that are contributing so forcefully to the disintegration of the
Black community? What is preventing the rise of an economically sound Black America?
How can the Black community
-men and women - restore
the Black family unit?
Do Black Women Hate
Black Men? relates how the
roots of African-American
community problems lies within the battle between the genders. Drawing from case histo-

DEAR EDITOR,
(This letter was addressed to Dr. Evans, President of California
State University, San Bernardino)
I am a 33 year old, African-American woman, Post-Graduate of
California State University, San Bernardino, who is corresponding
with you to request a response to the questions I'll pose in this letter, and to show support for Dr. Mildred Henry's promotion to full
professorship.
I am both dismayed and personally disappointed because as an
alumni, having attended classes there from Fall 1980 through
Spring 1988, I encountered so much racism on campus and think
• this is long overdue. From my first quarter there, while living in the
• donns, to my M.A. Hooding Ceremony, I experienced the ignorance of racism on campus, so I was very encouraged when I met
my first Black instructor, Dr. Henry, in the Winter of 1985. Furthermore, it was she who infonned me of the Minority Task Force you
had set up in January 1985, in response to the Chancellors' Office's
expected funding of some 7.6 million dollars, specifically earmarked for minority staff/student under representation.
Obviously Dr. Henry, like myself, took this issue seriously, so a
key focus of those objectives manifested as the PAL Center, which
• Dr. Henry operates. Her dedication to this problem motivated her to
also illicit the input of her students, and I got involved with this
because the problem of minority representation/retention in higher
education was an issue for me, as my roommate had recently
dropped out of C.S.U.S.B. Additionally, my interest stemmed from
the fact that I had overcome the odds, having dropped out of high
school at 15 years of age, but attaining a B.A. by age 22, and working on my Master's Degree in Bilingual/Cross-Cultural Counseling,
(Spanish and English Emphasis), at the time I met Dr. Henry. So,
my opinion was respected and submitted to your committee (Le.Minority Task Force).
To make a long story short, I can't understand why some nine
years later, the conditions of Black students/faculty have not
improved quantitatively or qualitatively on the campus. I naively
.thought those efforts and posturing on the University's part were
genuine; however, where are the students? And, what happened to
all the funding you received to help increase the numbers of
minorities? Why does Dr. Henry have to fight for what she's
already earned? Can you answer these questions?
Regarding professionalism and impact of accomplishments, Dr.
Henry has reached so many people. She's helped me tremendously.
Dr. Henry provided me with my first Scholarship application in
1987, which I not only applied for, but received. Yet, none of my
other Anglo Professors gave me this information/opportunity. Dr.
Henry acted as my Fieldwork Advisor during my Internship in
1988, and the PAL Center gave me a chance to hone my Counseling skills, by allowing me to put theory into practice. I believe what
Dr. Henry does is essential, and she continues to be an inspiration
tome.
I'm convinced that the University should award this promotion.
Not simply because she has earned and deserves it, but because it
would be a motion of good faith, which not only C.S.U.S.B. needs;
however, our whole community needs this. Racialism permeates all
of America, so students and alumni such as myself are not adequately prepared to deal with the "real" CRUEL WORLD. I have
applied for several positions at the University, without ever even
being interviewed, so I know that the criterion for employment is
very subjective. I know from firsthand experience that discrimination and oppression of any kind hurts everyone. The oppressed lose
out on economic and sociopolitical opportunity, while the oppressor
loses the ability to be a part of humanity, and the untapped contributions of those they oppress.
I say this bec·ause I know from having lived firsthand the tragedy
and trauma of RACIALISM, and despite my 10 years of post-secondary education, professional accolades and intelligence, I still
suffered unnecessarily. I was politically and economically
oppressed after being sexually assaulted in a work-related incident,
then denied medical care, employment and justice (Equal Protections under the Law), all at the hands of my illustrious Government
Employer, Riverside County, even though the Anglo perpetrator
always admitted his wrongdoing.
'
In a sense, I guess the racialism I encountered at C.S.U.S.B. over
the eight years I attended classes, did prepare me for the subtle,
covert actions/nuances of Institutionalized Racism/Sexism, that is
America. So, I can see it's manifestation a lot clearer now, and as
such, know that the only basis you could use to deny Dr. Henry's
Tenure must be due to racial ignorance. I speak to college
classes/Humanities Forums about Democracy In America, sharing
my own experiences, in hopes of educating a more enlightened,
secure citizenry, for we are all inextricably interdependent. As such,
the benefits of promoting Dr. Henry are many, for she truly is an
asset to C.S.U.S.B. and our community.
America has been in a state of denial for far too long about the
problem of racism, and until we are courageous enough to confront
this illness with true sincerity and healing strategies, our Country
and Community (which C.S.U.S.B. is a microcosm), will continue
to suffer, and won't be able to elevate from the shackles of slavery.
Ms. Lisa Reid-Ali, M.A.

Senator Ayala
Chatises Assembly
Committee

The Inland Empires Newt in Black and \'/AiUQ
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ries selected from over 300
interviews with Black men and
women across America, psychologist A. L . Reynolds presen ts their testimonies to
demonstrate and examine the
destructive dynamics of separation, hostility and anguish that
is thriving today in relationships of African-American men
and women.
According to Reynolds,
strong relationships existed
between Black men and women
until the I 950's; it was the
major factor in preventing
racism from destroying the
Black community. World War
II and post war opportunities
allowed Black women to get
higher education and better
paying jobs - but the self esteem of Black men began to
erode.
For A. L. Reynolds, the message is clear and simple: the
African-American community
must confront the enemy within
and not blame others but accept
responsibility for its behaviors.
Black males must take responsi bi Iity for their actions and
Black women must be willing
to "go to war" in support of
responsible Black men.
Reynolds suggests some specific solutions based on this
premise that the healing must
take place from within the
basic singular relationships
between men and women. The
book includes a Black Man's
Survival Kit which enumerates
specific techniqu es for the
Black male to develop self awa(.eness, build self-esteem
and take pride in his Black heritage. The author also enumerates th ree types of programs mentoring, rites of passage and

R

ecently Senator Ruben
S. Ayala (D-Chino),
expressed extreme
disappointment with
the Assembly Public Safety
Committee for its refusal to
pass SB 21X - legislation that
would make driv e-by murder
punishable by either the death
penalty or life imprisonment
without the possibility of
parole.
Senator Ayala cited the overwhelming passage of Proposition 179, the follow-up to SB
310, which Senator Ayala
authored, and Governor Wilson
signed into law. Its enactment
made it easier for our district
attorneys to convict drive-by
assassins of first degree murder,
upon proof of a specific intent
to kill.
For second degree drive-by
murder, Proposition 179
increased the penalty from 15
years to life, to 20 years to life.
The final vote in the Assembly Public Safety Committee
was 3-4, against passage.
"Last year, I authored SB
310, and the language of SB
2 lx was forcibly amended out
by the Assembly Public Safety
Committee. This year I decided
that the will of the people
should be enough to convince
these liberals that it was time to
pass this language into law. I
am upset that the committee
paid more attention to their own
personal beliefs, rather than recognize the desire of the voters
of California," commented
Ayala.
There is no question that the
general public is tired of rampant lawlessness. Intentional
killings from motor vehicles are
senseless acts of violence. SB
21x would place stringent criminal penalties on theses wanton
acts.
"It is absurd that those who
kill another cou ld be on the
streets in just 15 years. If you
intentionally kill someone, you
must be prepared to put your
own life on the line," concluded
Senator Ayala.
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manhood development - that
the African-American community must implement to restore
the family unit and to produce
strong Black leaders once
again.
A. L . Reynolds is an educator,
psychologist
and
entrepreneur who has been
involved in clinical counseling,
community action and business

development for more than
twenty five years. He wrote this
book to "provoke self awareness and issue a call for action"
by men and women of the
African-American community.
He resides near Chicago.
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DELTA DRUGS
1666 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA 92411 -1 292

"Serving tt,,e Community since 1975"

19 years in Business in the
community.
• Good Fast Service.
• MasterCard / Visa welcome.
• Full line of vitamins and sundries.
• Medi-cal J.\ and other third
party Rx plans welcome.
·• We carry all those hard to find
down home medical products
and home remedies.
•

PAULA.TENETTE,RPH
Prescription Specialist /OWNER

For information call:

(909)
Mon

887-2596 or 8 25-34 6 8
Fri:: 9:00 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
Closed Sundas & Holida
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LA Urban League ATC Celebrates First Anniversar~..

T

he Los Angeles Urban
League Automotive
Training Center (ATC)
recently celebrated its
first anniversary with a ceremony honoring the 100 students who have graduated from
the program's courses.
The ATC, a partnership
between Toyota Motor Sales,
U.S.A., and the Los Angeles
Urban League, is a cooperative
education program which trains
inner-city residents for entrylevel jobs in the automotive
service industry. The ATC is
part of Toyota's support of the
RLA effort.
In its first year of operation,
the ATC has conducted 12
training classes and has succeeded in placing many of its
students in automotive service
positions with employers such
as Sears, Goodyear, Montgomery Ward, Jiffy Lube and
Pep Boys.
"This program is demonstrating that the combined comm= tment of a company like
Toyota and a community organization like the League can
translate into jobs," said John
W. ~ ~ack, Los Angeles Urban
Leag•Je president. "The Automotive Training Center is making a significant impact in our
co1:ununity and in the lives of
many residents. It sets a shining example that we urge other
corporations to emulate."
"We at Toyota are very
proud of the ATC and everything it has accomplished in its
first year," said Douglas West,
ATC board member and Toyota
group vice president, export
and logistics operations. "The
ATC is a step toward a better
future and we encourage the
members of the community to
take full advantage of this
unique opportunity."
Among the qualifications for
enrollment, a candidate must
be at least 18 year of age and
have a valid California driver's
license. Each applicant is interviewed to make sure the person
has a sincere interest in pursuing a career in automotive service.
Beyond learning basic job

skills, students are trained in
team work, goal setting, proper
work habits and self-motivation. They also receive instruction on preparing resumes and
developing job interview skills.
The following courses,
which last from seven to 16
weeks, are offered: - Air Condi ti on in g - Emissions and
Smog Checks - Tires and Suspension - Brakes and Exhaust Accessory Installation - Automotive Detailing -Tune-Up.
Each course, taught by an
instructor certified by the
National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE),
has approximately 10 students
enrolled to ensure individual
attention. Students receive
training with both state-of-thean and older equipment to prepare for real on-the-job situations.
The management team for
the ATC includes John Said,
general manager, and Victor ·
LeBlue, assistant general manager. Said is a technical training professional on loan from
Toyota and LeBlue is on
assignment from the Urban
League.
In addition to funding the
facility, its improvements,
equipment, tools and training
materials, Toyota underwrote
all operating costs for the first
year. Toyota will gradually tum
over the financial and adminis- Joining in the celebration of the Los Angeles Urban League Automotive Training Center's (ATC) first anniversary are (from lefi):
trative responsibilities to the Linda Grieco, ALA President and CEO; John W. Mack, Los Angeles Urban League President; Shinji Sakai, Toyota Motor Sales,
Urban League over the next U.S.A., President and CEO; Lonnie Neal, ATC graduate; Councilman Mark Ridley-Thomas; Anthony Thomas, a representative from
two years. Overall, Toyota's the L.A. Mayor's office; and Seiichiro Noboru, Consul General of Japan.,.
commitment to this project is
r
more than $3 million.
r
The Urban League's role has
L
been to jointly organize the
ATC with Toyota and to help
formulate the ATC's poljcies _,,
rl ,, ,...
Mid procedures. In ?.cldition, the
I
,-,
' "
I
,
Urban League has lent its
I
•
expertise for recruitment,
,.
I·
'
screening, selection, co'Jnseling
J
and job placement.
The Automotive , raining
Center is located at 3833 South
Crenshaw Boulevar .
More informal on can be
obtained by calling the ATC at
(800) 382-1358.
~

'

We feed minds.
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Guidelines On Aspirin
by blockag of arteries that
supply bloo ,. to the brain. The
studies that support this used a
dosage of 975 mg or more per
day. In r, atients with a prior
By Dr. Ernest Levister, M.D.
heart al'ack, stroke risks had
been r uced using 325 mg per
DEAR DR. LEVISTER: day. Fi .rther research looms on
There's a lot of talk about the
the hi,rizon comparing high
use of aspirins to prevent heart
and w dose aspirin for preattacks in men. What about
venfon of strokes.
women? LS.
atients with chronic atrial
DEAR I.S.: An expert panel of fibrillation (rapid irregular
the American .Heart Associabf. ats of the heart's upper
tion recently issued guidelines c amber) have used Coumadin,
on aspirin use.
a blood thinning agent, to
The use of aspirin in 'reduce the risk of strokes.
patients who are having or ' Coumadin has its own set of
ha~e had_a hea~t attack a~d J bleeding risks. The answer is
pauen~s with angma_(chest pam , not in as to whether or not
resulting from an madequate
aspirin provides comparable
supply of b!ood to t.he h~a~t
protection with fewer risks.
muscle, restmg or with mm, There is a debate as to
mal ac~~ity) is recommended'.
whether or not one aspirin (325
Aspmn helps to prevent he
mg) half an aspirin (162 5
formation of b.lood clots in . mg),' or 100 mg per day wouid
bypass grafts. It 1s recomme~ddo the trick. In addition, there
ed that the use commence withare no randomized trials indiin six to twelve ~ours after eating that aspirin helps to presurgery and be contmue~ for at
vent heart attacks in apparently
l~ast a year, probably_1_ndefi - healthy women as it does in
mtely. In the pa~t, asr,:,mn ':"as
men. I agree it seems logical
taken together with Fersantme,
that it would. Hopefully, the
but the data 0 e~ n..ot support
women's health study which
t!tat the c~n:ibmation was supewill assess the risk and benefits
nor_ t? aspmn alone. The use_of of low dose aspirin in more
aspmn before coron?ry ang10- than 40,000 apparently healthy
plasty procedur,es is recom - nurses will answer some of
· me~ded. In ~ost coronary
these questions.
ang_1~plasty tne use of an
Aspirin use seems prudent
aspm~ does not _Preven.t th e
for middle aged and older men
narrowmg or scamng do~ b~t
with risk factors for heart disdoes prevent clot_ formation 10 ease. The drug does increase
the cor?~ar:y anenes.
the risk of bleeding complicaAspmn. 11s also recommendtions such as in the G.I. tract.
ed for pat,,ents who have had
You should assess the risk vs
strokes or1 near strokes (tran- benefit with your personal
sient ischemic attacks) caused
physician.

Our
Bodies

At Kraft General Foods, we've helped bring
up generations of Americans by making
fine, high quality foods you've always known
and trusted.
But more than that, we have a commitment
to nourishing minds as well as bodies. So
we've always supported America's historically
Black colleges and universities. These
schools provide a unique environment of
nurturing and enrichment,where physical,
mental, and spiritual growth come together.
In fact, Black colleges continue to produce
ove r 1/3 of all African American graduates.
That's why we've created "Choosing to
Succeed," a unique booklet that provides
comprehensive information about
America's historically Black colleges
and universities. Kraft General Foods
would be pleased to send you your
own free copy. Write: "Choosing To Succeed,"
P.O. Box 23349, Kankakee, IL 60902.

?

I

Ii:> 1993 Kraft General Foods, Inc.

Cood only in C.S.A . Puerto Rico. anc.J L.S GO\o't mmc.:nc ln:-.tjlt:n1nn, Alto " 6-H wcc:k, for p r~ ''"!'·
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Jacob Named Executive VR At Anhueser-Busch, Inc.

J

ohn E. Jacob, recently
retired president and
chief executive officer
of the National Urban
League, has been
named executive vice president
and chief communications officer at Anheuser-Busch
Companies, Inc. He will
assume his new duties July 1.
"We have long benefited
from John's insight and skill as
a member of our board of
directors," said August A.
Busch III, chainnan and president, Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc. "I am extremely
pleased that we will now have
ongoing access to his leadership qualities as a member of
our senior management team."
In his new position, Jacob,
59, will direct the company's
communication activities, with
a special emphasis on community, industry and public concerns, and other major issues
facing Anheuser-Busch. He
will also serve as a member of
the company's senior management team, taking part in decision making on matters of basic
policy and overall strategic
direction.
"The perspective John has
gained as president of the
Urban League will stand us in
good stead as he joins our
senior management team,"
Busch said. "His understanding
of the attitudes and concerns
that are reshaping America as it
enters the 21st century will
enable our company to perform
more effectively and with
increased sensitivity to the
needs of the communities we
serve."

In addition to his duties as
executive vice president and
chief communications officer,
Jacob will retain his seat on the
company's board of directors, a
position he has held since 1990.
He will also serve on the company's 15-mem ber Policy
Committee, which is involved
in all decisions on major strategic and policy issues.
"I am fully familiar with
Anheuser-Busch, and with its
management team," Jacob said.
"I could not be more enthusiastic about an opportunity to fill
such a significant role in such a

Howard University Board of
Trustees and has served as cochainnan of the Citizens Commission on AIDS for the New
York City-Northern New Jersey
Region.
Jacob and his family will
relocate to St. Louis as he

John E. Jacob
great company."
Jacob was president and
chief executive officer of the
National Urban League, one of
the nation's most respected
community-based social service and advocacy agencies,
from 1982 until his retirement
earlier this year. In his leadership position, he directed an
organization that serves millions of Americans through its
New York headquarters facility.
government affa irs and
research departments located in
Washington , D.C., a National
Regional Service Center and
affiliates in 113 cities.
A native of Houston, he
received his undergraduate and
MSW degrees from Howard
University. Jacob began his
Urban League career in 1965 as
director of education and youth
incentives at the Washington,
D.C., Urban League. Since that
time, he has served in a wide
variety of posts, including
executive director of the San
Diego Urban League from
1970 to 1975 and president of
the Washington, D.C., Urban
League from 1975 to 1979.
He is also the author of a
weekly newspaper colwnn, "To

K

raft General Foods has
appointed Todd Brown
Vice President and
General Manager, Pollio
Division. In his new position,
Brown will be responsible for
the overall management of the
Pollio Italian cheese business
which includes marketing,
sales, distribution and product
development.

Be Equal," distributed to more
than 600 newspapers, has written numerous articles on
national issues for a variety of
major publications, and is a
widely sought after speaker
who has addressed many of
America's most prestigious
forums.
"His familiarity with the
news media's operations and
needs make John an extremely
good choice to direct our company's external communications activities," Busch said.
In that capacity, Jacob will
assume many of the duties formerly held by Michael J. Roarty, who announced his retirement as executive vice president/corporate marketing _and
communications, last week.
In addition to his position on
the Anheuser-Busch board,
Jacob is a director of the
National Park Foundation, the
Peter Drucker Foundation and
the Economic Policy Institute.
He also serves on the board of
directors of NYNEX-New
York, the Continental Corp.,
LTV Corp., Coca-Cola Enterprises, Inc., and National Westminister Bancorp, Inc. He is
chairman emeritus of the

began as assistant dean of his
alma mater, Colgate University. Brown also served as Vice
President of Marketing at the
Institute of Children's Literature, a correspondence school
in West Redding, Connecticut,
for people interested in writing
children's books.
In addition to earning a
Bachelor of Arts degree in
Sociology from Colgate,
Brown also holds a Master of
Arts in Hi gher Education
Administration from Columbia
University and a Master of
Business Administration in
Marketing from the Wharton
School, at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Kraft General Foods, Inc., is
the multinational food business
of Philip Morris Companies
Inc.

Todd Brown
Kraft General Foods, Inc., he
was responsible for cheese
spreads, new product development and strategy initiatives.
Prior to joining Kraft General Foods, Brown spent eight
years in academia where he

To subscribe to the Voice please send a check for $35 ($47 out of
state) to the:
Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, CA 92502
Name:
(Last)

(First)

(Street#)

(Cityi)

(Middle I.)

Address:
Phone#: (

goods. It also has interests in
family entertainment, container
manufactu ring and rec ycling,
malt production, rice milling,
international brewing and beer
marketing, snack foods, and
other endeavors.

Miller Joins OICs 30th Anniversary Celebration

Brown Named VP And General Manager
Of Kraft General Foods, Pollio Divison

Brown began his career
with Kraft General Foods in
1980 as an Assistant Product
Manager for the Meals Division of General Foods. After
holding several positions in the
General Foods Division,
Brown moved to the Retail
Cheese Division of Kraft as
Category Manager in 1989. In
his most recent capacity as
Vice President of Marketing,
Retail Cheese Division at

assumes his new duties.
Anheuser-Busch Companies,
Inc., is a St. Louis-based diversified corporation whose subsidiaries include the world's
largest brewing organization
and the country's secondlargest producer of fresh-baked
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(OICs) of America celebrated 30 years of promoting successfu l job training for the
disadvantaged and underskilled during its 1994 Annual Convention held recently in the
nation's capital. Miller Brewing Company, a longtime friend of the organization, continued its
support as the co-sponsor of the OIC Community Day Luncheon with Philip Morris
Companies. During the luncheon, Noel Hankin (far right), director, corporate relations, Miller
Brewing Company cited the work the organization does as being crucial to America's ability
to_ compete for and conduct business in the 21st century. He also presented a $20,000 Miller
contribution to OIC founder and chairman Rev. Leon H. Sullivan (2nd right) and Art Taylor (2nd
lett), the organization's president and CEO. The trio Is joined here by Mark Monteverdi,
manager, public programs, Philip Morris Companies Inc.
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CRIMINAL DEFENSE
·JULIAN FOX
THE MAN THE PROSECUTORS CALL
THE WIZARD! ! !

CALL (909) 884-3170

Thursday, J une 30, 1994

1 hour Therapeutic

All God's Children

Attorney At Law

MASSAGE

Originals Available At

{909) 483-3641

$32 with this coupon

Law Offices of Audrey G. Owens
Audrey G. Owens

147 E. Vine #40 at 6th,
The CourtyaiJ,

>Auto Accidents > Personal Inquiries >
Slip And Falls > Wills Trust

Wave Nouveau
$55.00
Jehri Curl
$45.00
Barber Cuts
$12.00
Children Barber Cuts $12.00
Relaxer, Cellophane ,
Style Cut
$55.00
Tex.
$25.00
Call for 2 for 1 specials Wednesday only !
expires 4-30,94
·

I•'-'"

~ · •e
· ·
Heating and Air Conditioning

.s- cf

WhiPP APPeal
Beauty Salon
465 W. Baseline
421-8604
Ask for Fay

L. ROBINSON, P.H.D.
ADRIENE M. ROBINSON, M.S
JAMES

(909) 924-3040

..

M-F 9 to 6
Sat. 9-3

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79

.

Need a Car? Worrying about high payments?
See me, Shannon Robinson, I'll tailor a payment
to fit your budget

~

A'Pe,ejea 7~
10452 Magnolia
(Near Tyler Mall)

Specializing in weaving, bonding, relaxers,
press & curl,freeze
Now accepting applications
Faye Conner, Owner

(909) 278-4339

·-~-T-ri---S-ta_r___ ,.....-a,-r-HO--=UR,_s---,
on. Tues.
Thurs.

Family Dental Centre

.9 A.M-6 P.M.
Wednesday

Beachside

10A.M.•7P.M.
Friday

10681 Foothill Blvd . Ste. 101
Rancho Cucamonga,
California 91730
Res. (909) 822-1372 /
Pager (909) 603-2754
Fax (09) 980-6100
Business (909) 980-6100

1

9A.M.-6P.M.

• Most Insurance "ccepted
"
.
• Chlldren
•Sen(ors
106 North Eucalyptus

'

(Corner of Rialto Ave)
Rialto
875-1299
-

pr. Robert Williams

Mary Bonner

-

REALTOR ~/Notary

Call For Your Appointmenl

Nowy

Riverside, CA 92503

Coming Soon. New Salon Need Hairstylist & RecenJ Grads

Century

Assoc.

Macnolla Ave .. Suite 0

{909) 885-1 219
FAX (909) 885-1590

24150 Alessandro Blvd., Suite B-5,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Bookkeeptnc a Income Tues

9282

!

with
: coupon :

Salurd ay.
by appt.

Vartable LIie and AnnulUee
Umlted Partnenhlpe and Mutual Funds

Willie Vamper

!

Opal D. Richards • Hermln A. Dowe, R.N.

(909) 924-5398

• General Dentistry
· • Dental
Lab On Premises
.
• Same Day Repair

Riverside, CA 92507

I

TAPES - CD'S - VIDEOS
Sunday School Literature
Distributor Family Entertainment

CALL FOR FREE
CREDIT CHECK

•

r $5.00 off 7
L---------.J

Welcome

Tri - star

696 North "D" Street, Suite #1
San Bernardino

·

CY/tJspe! - ~

MERCURY· VOLKSWAGEN

1-800-237-8115

(909) 684-0484

°' ~~

~~w u~E1~1~6 ~

FREEWAY LINCOLN

>

•Personal Injury
•Divorce
•Criminal Law
•Probate
•Bankruptcy

~
0.s,

H~rC~s

Alton C. Green/ Owner
Lie. #636293

•Credit
•No Credit

Fran

RICHARDS
&DOWE

23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
909-242-3414

"Call to see about our summer air
conditioning specials"

•First time buy~rs
•Problem credit

Tim

LAW OFFICES OF

FOR THE BEST
INTRAVELPLANS

.M~Ei!S

AL'S AIR SYSTEMS

* Individual Assessments

Resume Completion
* Seminars
* Job Search Strategy
* Job Analyses
* Vocational Rehabilitation
* Career Development
* Worker's Compensation

(909) 653-3589
Ron

(Across from Mervyn's / Next to See's}

1089 W. Baseline St.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT San Bernardino, CA 92411
FOR THE PROFESSIONALS
(909) 381-4761
FAX (909) 381-3352
*

12625 Frederick Street, W-2
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Visa, MasterCard
Welcomed ·
C.all 793-9080

Redlands, CA

Creative Expressions Beauty Salon

Mon • Tue • Wed • Specials
Free Relaxer or Perm w/Blowdry Style

7~

Gifts • Collectibles • Cards

International Skin Care

18 Years Experience

9267 Marvin Ave.# 240 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91780

8151 Arlington 'Y'
Riverside, CA 92503
(909) 353-1909

by Miss Martha

Dr. Lloyd B. Walker

Each Office Is Independently
Owned And Operated

(909) 359-5760

DON'T HAVE HOME CHURCH? TEMEKU Heating & Air Conditioning Service
WHY Go To LAS VEGAS?
Honelty • Wor11: Guaranteed • Preventive Maintenance
Residential - Commercial • Ava ilable on W.ekend
No Travel Charge - low r ate service.

Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & Reception
Halls. Includes: Minister, Organist & water fountains.
License also available here: holds 2-300 guests.
Semi Formal - $125 / Formal $250
Formal Wedding & Reception - $550
Basic Wedding/ including License - $91
Call for many other services and Wedding programs.

8
-U-

MIGUEL ANGEL Q
Ser.11ce Technician

909-698 -1034
909-308-77~ 9 Beeper

8
-U-

VICTORY CHAPEL
(909) 884-fjlOS

Salu & lnatallatiOn
Lie. • 668308

P.O. Box 815
Temecula CA 92593

-

Call Hazel if you wish to purchase HUD Properties or other properties.
I can answer all your questions.
FREE Lrsr • FREE PRE-QuALIFYING

Willie's Jll{emo-rial

<trlfapel

Bad Credit?! • No Problem!! • Se Habla Espanol
ef.;·}:.:•: _. - '<

)Jl) ~-

(

;'•·-·
·•-••

- - CR!--

SPELLACY & ASSOC. REAL ESTATE
PHONE # (909) 862-4383 • PAGER# 424-9589

CURB APPEAL.-.From the aub to the dooc A lovely 4 bedroom, home well mainlmted huny asking just ......$102,200

~A Pla.....
ce Wb-ere--Ch~olcet~Ar:=;e
M:ade;:Easi::tlef 1111111111111::::::

,,··:::1111111111111
Complete Funeral Services
~
Cremations
.K ~)
Burial Insurance
Prearranged funeral planning

(909) 889-0081
107 Wen Buellne, San Bernardino

Darren ~. Polin, Sr. • Manager

EXCELLENT BUY.....3 bedroom home has a certain charm, Just wailing for the right ownec Priced right on the money • .$75,000

"Sen·ing the Co1111111111it_r ll'ith Quality Care and £\pert Sen'ice."

23080 D-220 Ales.~andro Bini • ~lorl·no \":llky. C:\

r:B-10-US_e·s
·- - - - - - ·- - - - _$_2
_ 0-0,
I
••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• • I
1Laundry Shirts .....................$1.00 1
IPants .....................................$2.00 I .i:
:suits ......................................$4.75 :
iDresses .................................$4.25 1
l(Silk X-tra)
I

Ne•I I~ Ga~,c Rose

and Don Jose

j __
I><]

~----------------~
1>.,,
.)

i

J

~

$

Alessandro
,, I

• f 1, t,, ' I

I I~

, ,', ,,1

ON PREMISES
•

•

.

-----SPECIAL
---- ----·•

:

:DRAPE RY:•
I

PLANT

O',;I· l> .\Y < 1.1' .\',;I',;(, Sl· H\ I< I·
0,1.\I ·11-. R .\ no, SI.R\ I< 1-.

.I

(909) 656-4131 '

I
I

I

PER Pl. E AT LINED
7 9 ¢ TAKEDOWN&
REHANG EXTRA
Musi p,esen1 coupon w11h ,ncom,no orders
not valtd with othe, oNers • E.pirH Feb 93

I
I

I

------ -- -----·
:i,{J

PI< Kl P and 1>1·: 1.1\"El{Y · .
,t .\STl-:R L\ 1 1.0R O'.'. SITE

·'
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Giant Dinner-Dance/Seminar For Christian Singles
,

,

spectacular Events has
reserved an entire deck
on the Queen Mary for
the second annual
Giant Dinner-Dance/Seminar
for Christian singles. Singles
throughout Southern California
will gather in the beautiful
Grand and Windsor Salons
(capacity 900) for the largest
Christian singles event of the
year! This deck was the firstclass dining area when the
Queen Mary was sailing. "I
selected the Queen Mary
because I wanted to provide a
first-class, elegant atmosphere
for Christian singles," said
Tamara Shearer, founder of
Spectacular Events.
"I began holding these
events to fulfill three of my
life's desires: 1) To see people
of all races get along, 2) to
have fun, and 3) to help hurting
people," explains Tamara.
Going through traumatic,
painful experiences of my own
has given me compassion for
others. The world is full of
lonely people with broken
hearts looking for relationships. I found peace in life
through a personal relationship

FONTANA
Methodist
BethelAME

Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909) 350-9401
Baptist

with Jesus Christ. This relationship, along with Christian
counseling and seminars, has
changed my life. That's why I
invited R. Greg Cynaumon of
the Minirth-Meier Clinic to
speak at the seminar."
Dr. Greg Cynaumon will be
talking about "Overcoming
Single Mindedness." Topics
include: understanding the
causes of failed relationships,
God's plan for the single,
rethinking your relationship
with God and others, dispelling
the myths of intimacy and relationship seeking.
Dr. Cynaumon hosts "Family Forum" on KBRT and is featured on the Minirth-Meier
Clinic radio shows. He has a
diverse background as a police
officer, undercover detective
and therapist. He is the author
of "Helping Single Parents of
Troubled Kids" and "Alienating Your Kids in 10 Easy
Steps."
After dinner, the dance will
be held in a smoke - and alcohol - free atmosphere. Popular
Christian DJ, Carlos Carter,
will be playing a variety of
good music in the Grand

Salon. The Wmdsor Salon will
provide music for Country
Western, West Coast Swing
and Line Dances.
Guest may spend the night
on the Queen Mary at the twofo r-one rate. Rooms range
from $85 to $110 (includes
tax). Additional guests may
stay in a room at $15 each
(maximum of four to a room).
The event will be held on
Saturday, August 20th, and is
by prepaid ticket only. The
"Early Bird" special rates
(postmarked by July 20th) are:
Seminar only $20; DinnerDance only $35; Seminar &
Dinner-Dance $50. After July
20th, the price is $10 higher for
all selections except seminar
only (remains at $20). The
final deadline is August 3rd for
reservations. For more information call (714) 778-0244.

be held at Yucaipa Regional
Park in Yucaipa (Shelter#l) on
Sunday, July 10th, immediately
following our 8:20 a.m. service.
Everyone is invited to
attend. There will be food and
fun for the entire family.
The cost of parking is $5 .00
per car payable at the park's
entrance.
For additional information
please contact (909) 882-3277.

The Missionary Hope Baptist Church Mother's Board
will celebrate their 5th Annual
Day, Sunday, July 3rd, 1994 at
3:30 p.m. at 1575 West 17th
Street, San Bernardino, California.
Everyone is welcome to join
in on a celebration of faith.
For more information call
(909) 887-2526.

Life Changing
Ministries Holds
9th Annual Picnic

P.O. Box 8831
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching
St., Comer of Ironwood and
Kitching)
·
(909) 485-2770
Reverend James Franklin
Weekly Services:
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
we4nesday Night: 7:00 p.m.

Felrowship
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Grand Terrace, CA 92324
(909)423-3035
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.

Community Baptist Church

Seventh Day Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Ivan Williams, Pastor
Fontana, Ca
(909) 822-4349

This:, Week Try A
Church That
Advertises In
Our Directory

Non Denominational
Loveland

Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 899-0777
(see ad for services)

MORENO VALLEY

PERRIS

Methodist

Baptist

Perris Valley
United Methodist Church

New Hope Baptist

Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
(909) 780-7110
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday Worship
11:00a.m.

Rev. Jefferson Emerson
Masonic Lodge
21400 Johnson Ave.
Mead Valley, CA
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am
:,

,

' . ,

: ,

,

AMOS TEMPLE
2719 11th St.
Riverside, CA 92S07
(909)683-1S67

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909)350-9401

Worship Services

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service 8:00am.
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Prayer Meeting
7:00p.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday

Morning Worship
8:00
a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00
a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday
6:30 p.m.

939 Clay
Redlands, CA 92374
(909) 793-2380

16888 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92336
(909)899-0777

SUNDAY WORSlilP LOCATION:
/

Canaan Baptist Church
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 94504
(9()())353-1010
Sunday Bible Study
9:15 a.'m.
Sunday Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday Training
6:00p.m.
Tuesday Church
Workers Meeting
7:00p.m.
Prayer & Bible
Study Meetings
Wednesday
7:00p.m.

24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(909) 486-4864

U,,ortt cl\live tl'!Jeetin9s!
THE TEACHING OF Goos
word 1s OF the highest priority
as we behold the unfolding of the
last of the last days.
The Body of Christ is
shifting into a higher gear in the
knowledge of God as it pertains to His relevant move, not
where He moved.
With each new move of God, there is a spiritual
wisdom and understanding that must precede it in order
that the move is not missed, short lived, Qf abused.
Minister William Owens, author of 7 books, will
be conducting these prophetic WAM! meetings throughout
the Inland Empire. To attend the next meeting or hold one
at your home simply call:

909-2-13-0884
SECONDBAPTIBTCHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(909)684-7532
Sunday Servkes
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.
Nursery Opened
10:15 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
Prayer Services

7:45p.m.
7:00p.m. Pastor T. Ellsworth
Gantt, II

First Baptist Church

lJa.lllornia ~treet lihurch Of

288 E. Fifth Street
P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (909) 657-3767

Christ
2828 N. California Street
San Bernardino, California

'

,

t

'

(909) 887-5213

WEEKLY SERVICES

Sunday

Etiwanda High School
13500 Victoria Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Courtney Carruthers, Pastor

Early Morning Worship • 7:45 am
Morning Worship - 10:45 am
Blble Study & Choir Practice -6 pm

Pastor Chuck Singleton
Praise Celebration
9 a.m. Baptism Service
at Fontana Location 7 :30 p.m.
Cathedral Worship
lla.m.
Great Family Assembly 6 p.m.

SERVICE TIMES:

TABERNACLE
CHURCH

Order Of Services

Tuesday
Theology Class - 12 noon
Mission • 1 :30 pm

Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Wednesday

Prayer Praise - 7 pm

BAPTIST CHURCH

Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA

Schedule Of Services

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

Worship Services

Rehearsal
-Friday-Prayer Meeting
Saturday-Bible Class
-1st and 3rd Saturday
Youth Meeting

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

Sunday:
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Tuesday:
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study
7:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Tuesday Teen Bible Study
Wednesday Bible Study

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPA
CHURCH

NEW JOY

1168 N. WatennanAve.
San Bemantino

,

Come & See Baptist Church

Second Baptist, Redlands
Rev. A. Green
420 East Stuart Ave.

Rev. Morris Buchanan

LOVELAND

-Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
-Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m.
-Tuesday-Usher Meeting 7:00 p.m.
-Tuesday Teen Meeting 7:30 p.m.
-2nd and 4th Tuesday
Laymen's Meeting
7:30 p.m.
-Wednesday Prayer
Meeting & Bible Class 7:30p.m.
-Thursday-Choir

Baptist
Community Missionary Baptist

Baptist
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(9()()) 688-7872
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.

'W)l!M!

Church Glorious Christian

"Come Let Us Reason Together"
15854 Carter St, Fontana, CA
(909) 350-9646
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Perris Seventh Day Adventist
Dr. George King
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
(909) 657-2798
Saturday Service
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Adventist
Youth Program
4:00 p.m.

Introducing

7:00p.m.

Rev. Emory James, Pastor
16286 Foothilll Blvd.
Fontana, CA
(909) 823-3400
KPRO 1570AM

277 E. Fifth Street
Perris, CA 92370
(See ad for services)

Life Changing Ministries is
proud to announce its Ninth
Annual Picnic. The picnic will

GRAND TERRACE

Ephesian New Testament

Amos Temple CME
2719 11th Street ·
Riverside, CA 92507
(See ad for services)

New Hope Mother's
Board Holds 5th
REDLANDS
Annual Day

5:00 p.m.

B.T.U.
Prayer and Bible
Study Wed.

First Baptist Church
Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Sunday Worship
Services

Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.

"E-veryone Is Welcome"

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

8:00 a.m.

9:45 am
11:00 am
6:00pm
6:00pm
7:00pm
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Christland Holds Seventh
Anniversary Celebrations

C

hristland will hold its
Seventh Anniversary
Celebration in the
month of July beginning Friday, July 1 in concert
with the dynamic Willie
Crawford and the Voices Of
Eden of Los Angeles, CA.
On Saturday night, July 2nd,
7:00 p .m., Pat Saner and
Touched By Grace Gospel
Singers of Los Angeles CA,
will be in concert.
Sunday, July 3rd, 3:00
p.m. , soul food and spiritual food to soothe the
whole person.

Sunday afternoon, July 10th,
3:00 p.m., Bishop Roy Young
will return by popular demand .
Wednesday night, July 13th,
14th, 16th, and 17th, Pastor
and Prophet James Miller of
Holy Spirit Deliverance 's Church
of Ri alto,

cho i r
will go
forth in a
specia l
Faith Holy
Ghost Delivvice
close out
that service
with a Holy
Ghost Good
Time
Sunday
afternoon , Jul y
17th, at 3:00 p.m .

Saturday ni ght, Jul y 9 th ,
7:00 p.m., Pastor and Evangelist John Davis and choir will
be at Christland.

Friday July 15th, 7:00 p.m.
The fantastic Rev. Curtis Watson and the New Soulful
Gospel Messengers will be at
Christland, all the way from
Jackson, Mississippi, s inging
the goodness and glory unto the
Lord along with Chris tland

UINNAME

Seventh Day Adventist
ansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(900) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
9: 15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11:00 a.m.
Adventist Youth
Services
4:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service
7:00p.m.
Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
Friday Evening
7:30 p.m.

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(900) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
10:45 a.m.
BYPU (1st)
5:30 p.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.

ew Joy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Chwch
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)

Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(9()()) 684-8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training
Union/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Tues. Teachers
Meeting
7:00p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting &
7:00p.m.
Bible Study

QUESTION: Dear Dr. Woods,
My husband is not responsible.
He only works once in a while.
He does nothing for our children. He just exists. What can I
do?
S.B ., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA
ANSWER: This is the cry of
Black America! Men Please Be
Men! That is why I am
adamantly against homosexuality. Homosexuality is a slap in
the face of manhood. Now, concerning your husband, realize
that there is an inward desire
for a man to be a leader. However, through discouraging
experiences in life, and lack of
proper role models, many Black
men become lazy and just
drink. The key to manhood is
our identity with Jesus Christ.
Jesus was a true man. He was a
Man's Man. He is our example.
He was strong so that we can be
strong.

singers.
Wednesday, July 20th, 7:00
p.m., Bishop Roy Young, the
Christland Singers and others
will be the special guests.
Friday, July 22nd, 7:00 p.m.
Pastor Mosley will go to Rialto
to Pastor Miller's Holy Spirit
Deliverance Church.
All services will be held at
6276 Rivercrest St. Riverside,
CA. (Exit off of 215 freeway
on East Ridge, Right on Box
, Springs).

''

Allen Chapel
AME
Church

Rev. Wllllam M. Jacks

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:
Sunday School ....................................................9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship ............................................... 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ................................................7:00 P.M.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................7:00· P.M.

CHURCH
4009 Locust
(at Tenth Streets)
Riverside, CA .92501
(909) 686-9406

This Space Could
Be Yours. Call
(909) 889-0506 For
Information.
The Powerhouse COGIC
Rev. McDowell
2843 11th St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)684-6923
Worship Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Service
11:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30p.m.
Tuesday Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
General Service
Friday
7:30p.m.
Church Of God In Christ
Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(900) 784-0860
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Morning Service
11:15 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights &
activities for the children, 7:30 p.m.
Pentecostal
Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
· 2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Non Denominational
Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
1385 W. Blaine
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-9160
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.

Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
Riverside, CA 92507

9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.
6:00 p.m.

RUBIDOUX
Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
5306ODEL
Rubidoux, CA
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30p.m.
Evening Service
7:00p.m.
ML Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon St.
Rubidoux, California 92509
(909) 276-8374
Cleveland Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
9: 15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11:00 a.m.
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m.

SAN BERNARDINO
Baptist
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Church
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Worship Hour
11:00a.m.

Dr. Lemar Foster, Pastor of New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church, San Bernardino, CA and the Celestial Choir will travel to
the Red Lion Hotel, Ontario, CA on July 10th at 3:00 p.m. and provide the religious service to the Hiram of Tyre Grand Lodge, A.F.
& A.M. and the Golden Poppy Grand ~hapter, O.E.S. Otis F.
Clopton, M.W. Grand Master and Carolyn Green, Grand Worthy
Matron is inviting the public to attend this wonderful service.
For infonnation call (909) 383-0155.

_

,,~
presents

HIGHWAY

To

HEAVEN WITH

6 PM

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA
GOSPEL MUSIC COUNTDOWN
THURSDAYS

AT 9 PM

call (909) 688-1570 for special advertising rates
free program guide and bumper stickers

l~)

SI. Johlt Baptist
Rev. C. James, Pastor
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Service

Dr. Foster To Provide Religious Services
For Hiram Of Tyre Grand Lodge

and

Sunday Services
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson, Pastor
684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9: 15 a.m.
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.

First Corinthians 1 1:3 says,
"But I would have you to know,
that the head of every man is •
Christ, and the head of the

SUNDAY- FRIDAY AT

SCHEDULE OF SERVICE$
9:30 a.rn.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m. Wednesday

Dr. Reginald Woods

REV. LEROI LACEY

METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Rev. Frank Gray

woman is man." God has given
man leadership capacity. However, if a man is out of Christ,
he is out of line with the natural
flow and order of the home, of
church, and community, etc.
I would suggest that you
pray that your husband comes
to know God personally and
that he becomes a "man of the
Word", in other words be committed to the Bible. Pray that
God raises other strong Black
Christian men to be an example
of"true manness."
If you have a question th at
you would like answered, write:
Dr. Reginald L. Woods, Life
Changing Ministries, P.O. Box
9778, San Bernardino, C A
92427-9778.

Questions &
Answers

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

1062 S. Foisy St.
San Bernardino
(909) 884-2210

Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
22920 Allessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
(Allessandro & Frederick)
(909) 653-5560

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Bible Study

My Husband Is Not Responsibl

ALLEN CHAPEL AFRICAN
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Clwrch of God In Christ
Carter Memorial
1606 W. 11th St
San Bernardino, CA
(909) 381-4475

New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mnt Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(9(1)) 381-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th
Non DenomintJtional
Life Changing Ministries
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods
5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 381-4885
(see ad for services)
Pentecostal Inc.
Living Faith Full Gospel Church
Rev. Joel Steward, Pastor
Bioshop & Mrs. J.E. Stewart,
Co-Pastors
3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(900) 887-1227 / 887-38()()

Schedule Of Services
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night
Evangelistic Service
Tuesday Prayer Service
Wednesday Youth Service
Thursday Bible Study
Friday Choir Rehearsal

9:30 a.m.
11:00a.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(900) 887-2138
9:30a.m.
Sunday
Sunday Worship
10:45 a.m.
Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
1 Come Over To Macedonia And
: Help Us! - Acts 16:9

Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(900) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible
Study
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m.
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
Church
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Sunday Service
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.

New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(9()()) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.rn.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided
Baptist
New Life Missionary Baptist
Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
SundayChildren's Church
11:00 a.m.
MondayChoir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Study
6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd Wednesday
Mission Meeting
6:00 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise
Service
7:00 p.m.
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday
1:00-2:00 p.m.

New Vision Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
Lourdes Nelson
"Hean of Revival Church"
1890 W. 30th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909)887-3013
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Celebration Service
11:00 a.m.
Evangelic Service
6:30 p.m.
Allday fasting and prayer
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting
Friday
7:30 p.m.

St. Paul AME Church
Rev. Charles Brooks
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718
(see ad for services)
Temple Missionary Baptist Church
Paslor Raymond Turner
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
(see ad for worship times)

Moreno Valley
Quinn Chapel AME
Rev. Frank Gray Pastor
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(909) 653-6650 /
Order of Services
Sunday School
9:30am
Church Service
11 am
Bible Study
Wednesday
7 pm

Th is Week
Visit A
Ch urch That
Is Listed In
The Directory
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Lincoln
Mercury
Volkswagen

''..._WAY!
111111111---•-

'94 MERCURY TRACER
MSRP
'11,737
FREEWAY DISC.
'·1,000
FACTORY REBATE
•.200

YOUR COST

8

OR

3 , DIJ.0

48 MOS.

10,587

ONE TO CHOOSE FROM

FREEWAY DISC.

YOURCOST

MSRP
FWY DISC
FACTORY REBATE'-750

'17,296
•-2,297

MSRP

•

'94 MERCURY SABLE GS

'93 MERC. COUGAR

8

14,999

-------16,975

YOUR COST$

t AT THIS PACE VIH#RG64544

1.0. 16!50679

'94 MERC. GRAND MARQ.GS
FREEWAY DISC.

YOUR COST

1

•20,380
·-1,381

MSRP

8

s19,403
. ..

YOUR COST

I.D IJ06964

'

' m'l

• I

'93 LINCOLN
TOWNCfiR

•11t LINCOLN
MflRK VIII

$36,226
MSRP
FWY DISC
FACTORY REBATE'

s.s,600
s.2,000

$27·I 626

Pa:~:~t+ YOUR COST
Tax

'

YOUR COST

'94 LINCOLN
CONTINENTfiL

----------

FREEWAY DISC.

$39,792

YOUR COST 8

31,501

SEC. 638277

VIN. 601386

'89V.W.JETIAGLI

'93 MERCTRACER

'93 FORD MUSTANG

'93 FORD AEROSTAR XL

$12,999

$15,999

'93 V.W. PASSAT VR-6

'93 LINCOLN MARK VIII

$17,-999

$26,999

'91 MERC. CAPRI CONVERTIBLE

$5,999

$6,999

lJC3CCM6Q

5'141317,

'89 LINCOLN TOWNCAR

'93 FORD F150 XL

$9,999

$10,999

LC-JXWDH >

,.,.mtU

'91 FORD F350
CREW CAB DUALLY

'92 LINC. CONT. SIG N.

$15,499

$17,999
SQ.-61tOS2

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
PARTS DEPARTMENT

OPEN SATURDAVS
8 AM - 3 PM
The Parts Are Right .. .
The Labor Is Right .. .
The Price Is Right .. .

Lr-.21i1Cl511

(909)
111111i•n111J
1•6•0•0- c•a•m
- in•o• R
l!lll-e al!!ll
l,llll!S!!lla•n~ B•e•rn• a• rct
o...- - ;..)......__.._ _ .

Lincoln • Mercury • Volkswagen

$36,424
$-4,923

MSRP

'43,635
'-3.843
~-2,000

SEC. 714677

'93 FORD FESTIVA

$ 20.BfiJ
$ . 1.447

FREEWAY DISC.

SEC. 629249

36Months

94 MERC. VILLAGER GS

MSRP

18,999

MSRP
FWY DISC
FACTORY REBATE

s19,325
s.1 ,600

889 3514
•

,
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Local Group Sings Latin Soul Music
Jacinto's cable entertainment
program " Sik Camera." Since
then, they have performed in
Indio, Mexico, Alvera Street,
Palm Springs and developed a :
strong following.

have a record deal. Ruben notes
his friendship with members of

BY BILLY JOHNSON, JR.
EN1ERTAINMENT EDITOR

Lighter Shade of Brown , a

<•

successful Riverside rap group,
will at least assure their material
is heard by Mercury Records,
LSOB" s record company.
The guys met over a year ago
when they performed on San

P

,-u'..

: : : ; Above The Law - Uncle
: : : :Sam's Curse - Ruthless
: : ~Records - When last year's
· : ,album Black Mafia Life did not

: 'get the attention it deserved,
-~hove The Law must of had a
backup plan. Their new album
: ··.:Uncle Sam's Curse is right on
: -: · : ·time.
· · · ·: · For all the regular Above
The Law listeners, they keep
the g-funk hip hop sound going
on songs "Concreat Jungle,"

"Everything Will Be Alright"
and "Who Ryde," the last
which features a nice cameo
from Tone Loe.
l:::
However,
the
group
. : : · •officially makes a transition to a
; · : : - fullfledged funk band. Like
· · Cold
187um's
protege
. _
·Kokane, most of the songs
. : · · • feature group members singing
· · . ,..·their Parliament Funkadelic
· r~like choruses . They go far
'-.beyond the typical looped
. samples of seventies' classics.
-After listening to the album,
:--you feel like George Clinton
--and Parliament Funkadelic
consulted Above The Law on
' the album. This is definitely for
true funkateers.

Born 2wice - U Have A
Right 2 Remain Violent Bigga Records - I'm not sure
that Dr. C. Delores Tucker and
others fighting to ban gangsta
rap music would accept Born
·: · 2wice's reverse psychology
approach to gangsta rap. You
see, he uses the same hard
, : Janguage and graphic examples
· : : · : to tell his version of the story.
: · : : The Texas rapper calls
· . . himself Born 2wice because he
·:::. 9nce lived the violence-filled
·: · :life that many gangsta rappers
,: : : : glorify. Now, he's living a
: · : <lifferent life.
~: Most gangsta rappers simply
~explain the after affects of
, irowing up in a neglected and
: underprivileged community, but
: Born 2wice takes it to the next
. ~tep.
. bn "Geto Life" Born 2wice
: raps a sad story about a young
girl who after being molested
, . - by her stepfather becomes
. : pregnant and thrown out of the
. , : : . · : house by her mother. On

..

· · ·:: : . :~'Shouldagavea••••soona,"
'. .: : · "Suicide Note" and "Dear
· : : : : : Drug Dealer" he sends m~re
: : : : strong messages. Born 2w1ce
·::: tlefines a good definition of
::: : jlow true "real" hard -core
· : : :•gangsta rap" should be.
: : : In terms of rhyme style, at
·: :times, Born 2wice can sound
. ::like fellow Texas rapper
: :Scarface. He ha s the deep
. : . • : :husky voice, slight Texas drawl
··•,· ;~and aggressive delivery with the
· hard-core, upbeat underground
.music to match.

eace By Peace realizes
there's an untapped ~.
market for Latin soul
music so they plan to provide
the goods.
Consisting of Benjamin
"Angel" Gonzalez of San
.
R u b en "G emini
. .,, ··¥fi-~·
J acrnto,
Hernandez of Rubidoux, and ~i:ll
Junior Casarez of San
Bernardino, the group combines
"R&B, hip hop and rap" says

Snoop's Image Was A Little Too
Controversial For The Dramatics

Gemini.
They've even sought out
Riverside Fantum Records, who
produces underground rap
artists, to produce the music for
their songs. Though each of the
three men in their early twenties
rap on their single, "I Gotta
Flow," they're proud of their
three part harmony where
Gemini provides the tenor,
Angel provides the bass and
Junior provides the soprano.
"The album," Angel explains,
"will be diverse. We want to
come with R&B, rap, hip hop,

Poll From
Front Page
Another person said, " the
media was wrong. They jumped
the gun and tried his case in the
media which is wrong. I didn't
approve of the handcuffs. They
didn't handcuff Jeffrey Dahmer."
"I'm sick of the battle to
make Black men look bad.
Tyson, Magic, were blown out
of proponion. If something happens they paint a negative picture. A Black man doesn 't stand
a chance, he's already tried and
found guilty."
"They need a Black man
because a White woman and
man were killed."
"The youth who answered the
poll said: One believes it was a
setup. Why would he get on a
plane with blood on him. They
have no concrete evidence. She
also felt it was more the media
than the prosecutor, Garcetti.
This very astute teenager
brought up the point that O.J.'s
new girlfriend should not be
focused on, because it has nothing to do with Nicole being
dead. Another teenager felt he
was guilty because of the media
coverage. She also felt he
would get off because he has a
good lawyer. They should not
however, judge him in the
media."
"There is too much publicity.
I'd like to know less. They
(media) have blown it out of
proportion. Things are out of
hand. They (media) are trying to
make people believe he did it
and I'm not convinced he did

Clark From Front Page
Rome. In 1992 when she was asked to go to Russia to do a seminar on
, , , Christian Therapeutic Techniques, she sang with the New Life 2000 Choir
: : : : : , in Russia and they were the first Christians to sing in Red Square in 70
· · · · · · years
·:': · · Chu'k, a single parent and mother of two, said she's has always been
adventurous. "I'm kinda guusy. I'll always take a chance" And that's what
: : · • ,hey life sounds like - an adventure.
.·
. In addition to being a therapist and vocalist, Clark is a speaker, has
· ; , · been columnist for The Black Voice News and The Rialto Record and had
: : ' , : . her own radio show entitled "Heart to Heart on KPRO .
: · ~:; . . . Clark has a B.S. in Microbiology. But after coming to Riverside she
:: · >· applied to Cal Baptist and received her Masters in Counseling. After fin,
istung Cal Baptist, Clark worked' for Christ Centered Counseling in Coro~ for seven years and did in-patient therapy, ran groups, individual therapy and coordinated women's programs. In 1990 she decided to do a
re.treat called "A Time to Heal" for women suffering from emotional
problems. It was at that retreat that "Creative Counseling." was born and
established.
· In Creative Counseling, Clark sees in-patients, out-patients and counsels them in abuse (sexual and emotional). She also gives worlcshops and
seminars. If you'd like to help Clark please send donations and/or contributions to Creative Counseling Ministries, P.O. Box 4833, Riverside,
California 92514. For more infonnation call (909) 353-8408.

Dramatics member Ron Banks
enjoyed being featured in
Snoop's current single "It's A
Doggy Dogg World" and plan
to have Snoop's producer Dr.
Dre produce other music tracks
for the group.
The Dramatics have even
included Snoop as a surprise
special guest in recent Los
Angeles appearances.
Though the so-called "XGeneration" accepted the
collaboration with open arms,
Banks says old Dramatic fans
have done the same. He even
goes on to add "there are several
[older] closet rap fans" who
really like rap music.
The Dramatics currently have
an album on Bellmark featuring
members L.J. Reynolds, Ron

BY BILLY JOHNSON, JR.
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

~~-

Peace By Peace has a double meaning. It can mean "It
takes several pieces of a puzzle to create the finished
project" or It can mean "the way to achieve peace Is by
peace" says group member Gemini (above middle). Also
pictured above are members Angel (left) and Junior
(right).
Spanish, a cappella and Latin."
They're already written
several songs including the
romantic ballad, "Be My Girl,"
and "Latin Queen" and "Brand
New Funk" featuring reggae
anist Eviction.

it."
"I don't believe he did it. Too
many things point to someone
else. Things don't add up, starting from the recital to her taking
nine people to dinner, to leaving
her sunglasses. To have her
friend who works at the restaurant bring her glasses and to be
outside in her nightgown at 11
p.m. No one heard screams. O.J.
would have some bruises, :Then
O.J. catches a plane returns to

Their next step is to record
their demo tape currently in the
works. After they record their
demo, both Peace By Peace and
Fantum Records President
Richard Boyd feels it will only
be a matter of time before they

talk with the police for 3 hours.
This is a White justice system,
remember Rodney King, and
Emmitt Till." (Till was 12 years
old ~when he was found brutally
murdered for looking at a White
woman in the 1950's in Mississippi)
One of the undecided individuals, had firsthand knowledge of
rage and spousal abuse. He
killed his wife in a heat of rage.
He plead guilty and went to

D

ramatic's member
LJ. Reynold's wasn't

too interested in
meeting the popular gangsta
rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg at
first
At the time, Reynolds only
heard negative things about

Snoop.
In a recent telephone
interview, he explained "one day
I got a phone call and Tony
Greene told me someone wanted
to talk to me." When Snoop
picked up the receiver and
began to praise Reynolds and
The Dramatic's, Reynolds found
Snoop to be a nice guy.
Both Reynolds and fellow

•
•

:
1

•

Banks, Willie Ford, Lenny Maze, '
Winzell Kelly, Kyle Small and
Chuck Underwood.

prison. He said, "if he (0.J.) did
it he will be sorry and he is
going to miss her. He will have
to live with it the rest of his life.
Only he and she knows if he did
it. And if he did, life will be
miserable for him."
"The media is out of line.
They are trying to make money
and they are making a grip.
T hey don't care, the longer this
goes the more money they
make. Guilty or not guilty, don't

believe the HYPE."
The Black Voice will continue to monitor the O.J. case and
keep you informed. If you have
an opinion on this or other community issues please send a letter to the Editor, P.O. Box 1581
Riverside, CA 92502.
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"THE MOST ENJOYABLE FILM OF THE SUMMER.,,
"Ir's FUN To SEE JACK GROW FANGS, SPROUT FUR
· H.u Ht•lOI'. WASHINGTON POST
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Bobby Womack To Receive
Lifetime Achievement Award

R

&B
singer/
songwriter
and .
performer
extraordinaire Bobby
Womack will be the recipient of .
the prestigious NAACP
"Lifetime
Achievement
Award" in Los Angeles on June
25th.
The award commemorates
Womack's lifelong career as a.
performer,
songwriter, .
producer and composer and ·
celebrates the positive
influences he has provided for
African-Americans.
"Bobby Womack is a •
mesmerizing performer, as well .
as a multi-talented musician,
who has influenced generations
of music lovers. We are
honored that the NAACP will
recognize Black Music Month
by presenting Womack with
this important award,"
commented Tim Brack,
president of Continuum
Records.
The award will be presented
as part of the NAACP's 32nd
Anniversary Entertainment
Industry Mixer and Showcase,
taking place at the home of
actor/activist Jim Brown, 1851
Sunset Plaza Drive in Los
Angeles from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
For more information, phone
(213) 464-7616.
''Resurrection," Womack's
33rd album, will be released in
July. Produced by Womack, the
recording is a musical
autobiography of his life and
features performances by
Stevie Wonder, Keith Richards,
Charlie Watts and Ron Wood of
the Rolling Stones, rapper May
May Ali, and Gerald Albright.
Cecil, Curtis and friendly
Womack,
the
Original

Record Company Tris
To Keep New Stones
Album In the Box

Valentions featured on the
album.
Womack is the first signing
-to Slide Music, a newly formed
record label owned by Rolling
Stones guitarist, Ronnie Wood.
The label is marketed and
distributed worldwide through
the Continuum Records of New
Jersey.
A single, entitled "Forever
Love," is scheduled to be
released this month.

King And Brown
Featured On
Documentary
The King and Queen of the
Blues, B.B . King and Ruth
Brown, are featured on the
radio docwnentary, ''The Blues

Story," that recently won the
prestigious Blues Foundation's
14th Annual W.C. Handy
" Keeping the Blues Al ive
Award" in Memphis, Ten n.
Produced by Radio America
and underwritten by Phil ip
Morris Companies Inc ., the
documentary traces the history
of the blues in a scholarly yet
entertaining fashion. The
popular documentary has been
broadcast over more than 500
radio stations nationwide since
it was sent without charge to
radio stations last February in
commemoration of Bl ack
History Month. King and
Brown performed together
when "The Blues Story:
Triumph of an American
Musical Art Form" was
introduced at a reception at
Philip Morris headquarters.

More Support For
Black Skaters Needed

l1 fl

Virgin Records is trying to
stop leaks of the new Rolling
Stones album, "Voodoo
Lounge," which is due out on
July 12.
Company attorneys served a
cease-and-desist order on a ,
Wichita radio station airing \
songs from the album, J
spokesman Eliot Sekuler said
Monday.
A record company statement
said the station was airing a
poorly recorded, second- or
third-generation copy of four
songs from the album.
In Wichita, KRZZ program
manager Michael Lee said he
was airing songs from a
compact disc of the full album
and that he would not have
aired it if it was inferior.
"I don't think that their
reputation is tarnished at all,"
Lee said.
The CD arrived with a note
saying "have fun and enjoy,"
Lee said.
Brandee Tucker
Sekuler said the CD had to
be a bootleg because real CDs
Many people are not aware
of the album won't come out of
of struggles of ice skaters in the
the plant until the beginning of
United States. They are not
July.
often ·assisted by local, state, or
Asked how he will respond
fe deral governments in any
to the order, Lee said: "I will
way, while the governments of
do what is in the best interest
other countries finance, train,
of my radio station. "
and promote their skaters.
Upland's 13-year-old ice
skater, Brandee Tucker, has
won numerous trophies and
medals despite having to strug-

.~·'~.:
:: :
.~:.
'

•*

gle to get funding to support
her career choice. On the aver-·
age, $25,000 annually, is need~
ed for her to continue training
and unfortunately she canno~
accomplish this withou t the:
help of a sponsor(s) or dona.;
tion(s).
To help support Bran dei ·
continue her career in ice skat>-"'
ing financially or otherwise"'
please call (909) 946-8126.
;
':.

Color and Win Tickets To ~the
Bill Pickett Rodeo

I,'

L

'

J..

ll

1rThl~ IP~IF)~ft
(())IRIIG IIN&J1
!ILL PICKETr INVITATIOHI~

RODEO

,,,iimrJ?JJmtem
Enjoy a day at the rodeo featuring
Special Celebrity Guests, Calf Ropin', Bull Doggin',
Barrel Racin', Bull Ridin', a delicious variety of
mouth watering food and much more...

·.

--------··-

Get Your tickets at:
,,
Black Voice News
1583 W. Baseline, San Bernardino (909) 889-0506 or 3585 Main St. Suite 201,
Riverside (909) 682-6070

Sponsors:
Budweiser, Lustrasilk Products, V-103, Black Voice News, Chino Hills Ford

NAME: _ _ _ ___
Mall to:
Black Voice News • P.O. Box 1581 • Riverside, CA 92502

PHONE#:

Deadline Is July 11, 1994. Winners will be notified by phone. Tickets must be -

picked up by July 14, 1994
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. . :. Exhibit Beckons Fans To Grand Opening Of Museum
...

"Tough Enough" focuses on
what it was like playing the
game hard, but without today's
protective gear.
"It's How You Play the
Game" is a dugout where visitors 'ride the pine" of the bench
while former players in person
or on video coach them on hitting, pitching, base running and
fielding.
"A Whole New Ball Game"

brings the v1s1tor back to
today 's baseball, where color is
not :he barrier it once was
because of the achievements,
sacrifices, dignity under adversity, and the resilience of the
players whose lives are chronicled by the Museum.
The new exhibit, along with
two others touring the nation
this summer, "are part of the
Museum's effort to help young-

ste{'S discover the rich heritage
and achievements of the Negro
Leagues and their place in history, sports and society," adds
Motley, a former scout for the
Kansas City Royals and St.
Louis Cardinals.
For more information about
the Negro Leagues Baseball
Museum or to arrange tours,
phone 816/221-1920.

Stage Is Set For "Magic" UNCF Weekend Gala

F

· · t-r, artist's rendering shows the dugout being created as part of the "It's How You

Play the Game" portion

: oJ the new main gallery of the Negro League's Baseball Museum In Kansas City, Missouri. Visitors "ride

-when

• · lhe pine" of the bench In the dugout while former players In person or on video coach them on hitting,
. · pitching, base running and fielding.

•

baseball
breaks for the
All-Star Game
. ••: >;:.
July
12
in
Pittsburgh, the legends of
another era-the Negro
Leagues-will be about to
come alive for vacationers and
fans in an elaborate new interactive exhibit that leads off the
opening of the main gallery of
the Negro League's Baseball
· Museum here.
. During ceremonies on July
· : 16 the first crowds will enter
:::·ib~ Museum is new gallery ·in
· Kansas City's historic 18th &
Vme District.
, ; • · : Numerous former Negro
' League's players will be on
hand for the opening, including
John "Buck" O'Neil, 1946
Negro American League Batting Champion, former manager of the Kansas City Monarchs, coach and scout for the
Chicago Cubs and the Kansas
City Royals. He now is also
chairman of the Museum.
Other former Negro League's
greats also will be on hand.
The Musewn is an important
c9mponent of efforts to revital' . . ·
.-: ;

ize the area where baseball,
jazz and .good times reigned as
part of Kansas City's cultural
life. The City of Kansas City
appropriated $200,000 to help
finance construction of the
Museum's first gallery and
office complex. The Negro
National League was founded
in 1920 at the former Paseo
YMCA just a block from the
Museum's new gallery.
The centerpiece of the
Museum's main gallery is the
new exhibit that recreates the
look, sounds and feel of baseball in the heyday of the Negro
Leagues.
The exhibit covers the entire
history of the Negro Leagues
from their inception after the
Civil War through their demise
in the 1960s, says Edward
Scheele, who designed the galleries and is a board member
and past president of the International Association of Halls of
Fame.
"Visitors begin their journey
into this baseball time machine
by entering a photo gallery that
captures the earliest days of
both integrated and then segre-

gated play," notes Scheele, who
also is Director of the Greyhound Hall of Fame in Abilene,
K~sas, where greyhound dog
racmg began.
The next gallery reveals ho~
t~~ Black teams s~rang up_m
c1t1es across Amenca, leading
to the fonnation of leagues.
The Nostalgia Wall displays
historically authentic recreations of the uniforms of the
various teams, with a rich variety of co!ors and styles. Many
of these 1tems are reproduced
~nd sold by sportswe_ar
licensees of the Museum, with
royalties helping build the
Museum collection and finance
its educational effor:is,
.
Everyone gets mvolved m
"Play Ball," which offers visitors a ~ha~c.e to play Negro
Leagues tnv1a games where a
correct answer scores a home
run. There's also a Nickname
Garn~ that reveals the colorful
momkers players gave one
another.
. "Hero~s ?f the Game" prov1des st,at1st1cs of _the 11 N~gro
League s players mducted mto
the Baseball Hall of Fame.

inal preparations are
underway for NBA legend Magic Johnson 's
annual "A Midsummer's Night
Magic" to benefit the United
Negro College Fund. This year
the weekend tips off on
Saturday, July 30, 1994 with a
black-tie reception and silent
auction between 5 and 7 p.m. at
the Beverly Hilton Hotel in
Beverly Hills, California. A
formal dinner followed by casino and carnival games round
out the evening.
On Sunday, July 31 , 1994,
the action moves courtside to
Inglewood, California's Great
Western Forum where Hollywood meets hardwood in an
all-new Pre-game Celebrity
Match-up starting at 6 p .m .
Evander Holyfield will take to
the court with Bill Bellamy,
Jeffrey Osborne, Dean Cain,
Branford Marsalis, Malcolm
Jamaal Warner, Jamie Foxx ,
Morris Chestnut, Ernest Harden, Jaleel White , Leon , and
Niguel Miguel. At 7 :30 p.m.,
the pace picks up with the
NBA's top talent. According to
Magic, "The '94 roster is one
of the best I've seen. We've got
the up and coming stars and
league veterans alike. I've got
the California All-Stars versus
the finest players from the rest
of the country. It's gonna be an
exciting game to play and
watch. The guys are great for
supporting UNCF like this."
Confirmed to date for the
California NBA All-Stars are
Doug Christie, Harold Miner,

~ -JO!

32
Earvin " Magic" Johnson
JR Rider, Don MacLean,
Cedric Ceballos, Gary Payton,
Tracy Murray, Jason Kidd,
Chris Mills and Mitchell Butler.
Playing for the National
NBA All-Stars are Mitch Richmond, John Starks, Ron Harper, · Kenny Anderson, Mark
Jackson, Chris Webber, Anfernee Hardaway, Jamal Washburn, Pooh Richardson and, of
course, Magic Johnson.
This year's event is sponsored by American Airlines,

Anheuser-Busch Companies,
Polaroid, The VON'S Companies, Inc. and Patron Sponsor
Pepsi-Cola Company and their
contributions have helped to
make the UNCF's Golden
Anniversary gala the very best
ever.
For more information about
"A Midsummer Night's Magic
Weekend,"
please
call
UNCF/Magic Johnson Headquarters at (818) 995-6545.

Rodeo Kick-Off
Dinner
Honoring
Buck Wyatt and Leo
Joseph
Boys and Girls Club •.
Gymnasium
1180 West 9th St.
San Bernardino, CA.
Friday, July 1, 1994
6:00 P.M.

Local cowboys came out to support the pre-rodeo party last year.

Tickets: $6 Children
$12 Adults
Co-Sponsored by:
Black Voice Foundation, Black Voice News, Net Worth, Boys and Girls Club, and
Diggs & Diggs Soul Food Restaurant and Catering
Proceeds benefit youth trip to 11th Annual Bill Pickett Rodeo July 17, 1994

Sports

,_.
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SAT Test: BCA Keeps Hope Alive For Student Athletes
LELAND STEIN
BVN SPORTS EDITOR

Black Coaches'
unified voices are
heard by NCAA.
NCAA delays date for
implementation of
increased academic
requirements.
•

RIVERSIDE: The action
agenda that galvanized the
Black Coaches Association to
action, "Crisis: The Lockout of
African-Americans in Intercollegiate Athletics," is continuing
to bare fruit.
The BCA's action agenda
came about as a result of the
NCAA and College Presidents'
Commission continued push of
legislation - Prop 48 and it's
subsequent riders - that, intentional or not, were eliminating
opportunities for minority student athletes.
When the BCA met at 'The
Summit in Chicago' (October
of '93) to solidify its voices,
they weren't totally sure what
actions they would have to take
to let the world know they were
very serious, nor how it would
reverberate around the country
- negative or positive.
But, the BCA left Chicago
unified as never before - I was
there - with a solid resolve that
was rooted in a heartfelt belief
in their fight for future generations of minority youths th at
aspire to improve their lives
through NCAA controlled college athletics.
How serious was the BCA
and would they really try to
take on the ironclad, rock solid

f

'. •'

I

NCAA?
USC basketball coach
George Raveling emphatically
noted: "You have to take a risk.
Martin Luther King once said,
' If a man hasn't found something he is willing to die for,
then maybe he's not fit to live. '
So, you just have to decide this
is so important that if I have to
loose my job ... so be it."
Raveling's ,warrior attitude
permeated throughou t the
BCA, culminating into - after a
steamy vocal, written and visual media battle - a peace accord
that is an unprecedented move
by the lordly college presidents
and NCAA
Recently a special NCAA
comm ittee announce d they
would delay changes in academic requirements for college
athletes. The chang~ - Proposition 16 - was to take effect in
the 1995 school year.
Proposition 16 is the sliding
scale rule th at at its bottom
level would mean a 2.0 student
in 13 core classes (up from 11
classes), would have to score
900 - presently Proposition 48
requires a 700 - on the SAT to
be eligible for a college scholarship.
The agreement by the
NCAA to reconsider this legislation was a major step in the
right direction. With a tremendous amount of youth across
America unable to pass the 700
requirement, 900 seemed outrageous.
"The rules are creating a
shrinking pool of Black athletes," said Raveling. "Soon the
NCAA Division I will be all
White."
Georgetown coach John
Thompson noted: "We are concerned about the u se of the
SAT, not to say that it shouldn't
be used .. . but its inisuse is a
concern. Even educational testing services hav e acknowledged the NCAA uses the test
incorrectly. A number of scholarship opportunities are being
cut, and with less opportunities
and restrictive admittance . . .
Who's left out?"
Added William Delauder,
presi dent of Delaw are S tate

and co-chainnan of the special
ward and call attention to their
BCA coaches attempts to menmission statement in education
committee: "We agreed unanioverall concerns.
tor teenagers in inner-cities.
is to educate as many people as
mously - due to the impact of
Next the BCA enlisted the
Also, the renewal of a commithumanly possible; thereby,
these new standards - that some
Congressional Black Caucus.
ment to include minorities on
making productive members of
adjustments needed to be
This union was historic in its
senior staff, committees and
society.
made. The goal of incre:ising
unification and expanding the
governing boards, include the
How could the NCAA and
graduation rates and pro\ iding
voice of the BCA. Prior to this
BCA in the implementation of
Presidents'
Commission •
access to higher education for
action, the BCA had worked
any new academic eligibility
choose any other di rection? : ~ ~.,
disadvantage students, will be
within the NCAA system in
standards and study a proposal
The BCA's attack on all fronts-: : ·
met by our recommendations."
attempting to be heard and
that would allow partial qualiand their strength in unity left· .•~
Hearing Delauder 's stateeffect change.
tiers a fourth year of eligibility.
any decent human with no : : : :
ments must have been sweet
The union with the Black
What happens with the
other alternatives.
. : ·
music to the ears of the BCA
Caucus set the wheels in
NCAA and Presidents' ComThe BCA's action agenda. ·:.
membership.
motion for the avoidance of a
mission is a void classic examaccomplished its objective -: : : : ·
After all, they have over the
walkout or boycott, when the
ple of what occurs when there
educate the educators. They; ;:;.
past six months via the visual
USC Coach George Raveling
Black Caucus flexed its Washis void in representation on
opened the NCAA's vision to: ;::
and electronic media, endured
ington muscle in getting the
committees that make laws and
the fact that their way is noi; ; ::"'
character
assassinations,
SCA was not unlike a battalion
U.S . Justice Department to
rules effecting a diverse
totally wrong, but there ar~ ;••
attacks on integrity of purpose,
moving th rough a dense mine
offered to mediate and arbitrate
demography. The College Presother methods that can get to: ':
questioned about hidden agenfield, explosions at every tum,
the differences that exist
idents and NCAA blindly conthe same goal, without elimi-· , '., •
das, accused of not caring
but th ey kept on coming forbetween the BCA and the
tinued to enact legislation that
nating the opportunities.
. ·
about education, et. al.
wa rd wilb a solid battle strateNCAA.
eliminated opportunities for a
The battle is not over, but.
During the war of words
gy.
The addition of the Justice
major portion of its conthe shooting has stopped and.
and purpose exploding all over
First came the real boycott
Department proved to be fruitstituents, all under the guise of
the smoke has cleared. The
America; I was shocked that so
threat as a result of th e reducful. Within a couple months, as
educational and process
NCAA now has an expanded
many writers, radio personalilion of basketball scholarships
part of a mediated settlement
improvement.
vision of the body they are in
ties and the general sporting
to 13 from 14· This total had
arising out of the BCA's threat
Due to the BCA's gallant
place to serve. Meanwhile, the
public, could not/would not
already been dropped in 1991 to boycott Division I games.
battle, the College Presidents'
BCA is still positioned in the
92 from 15 to 14· This action
accept the issues that the BCA
The NCAA made its first pubCommission have been made
trenches ready to throw more
started th e battle and gained the
laid out for face value without
lie concession, by agreeing to
to refocused and are acting as
bombs for the youth if need be.
clouding the picture with unreBCA the national recognition
re-examine rules that stifle the
educators again. Meaning, the
l
and momentum to push fora:~1 ~::~~~~:ie~~nuend0es - - - - LOCK & LOOK" PRE-APPROVED HOME LOANS
Because I was in Chicago at
the historic summit, at the
invite of Temple's coach John
Channey, I knew that th ese
women and men were for real
in their intent and purpose.
Want to know why the BCA
is still standing after the smoke
has cleared? Check out some of
their quotes after the Chicago
Summit:
"There is a growing concern among all of us about the
elimination of African-American kids, in particul a r low
income kids ," Georgetown
,IC
coach John Thompson said. "I
think many kids that come
from low income settings have
not been provided with the
same opportunities as other
kids and are now being eliminated from intercollegiate athletics."
Iowa coach Vivian Stringer
shared her thoughts: "Scholarships are an educational vehicle
for our children, so we can not
sit by and idly watch the educational system develop as it has .
.. and lock-out opportunities
for African -Am ericans. We
need to be given the proper
opportunities to h ave every
chance to succeed."
Says Rav e lin g: "We are
here to address some problems
that are acute to collegiate athletics and some issues that have
a broader face, but never the
less we have a great concern
about the problems and how
they imp act our youth . We
think that if we are going to be
responsible individu als, w e
must speak out on th ese
wrongs."
Miami coach Leonard
Hamilton continued in th at
theme saying that it appears the
"direction we are heading in
now will create serious diffiThe home you 've been dreaming of is w ithin your reach right now.
With as
culties for our kids in the long
'
haul" and the present legislali tt l e as Because at Bank of America, we 're introducing a new pre-ap proved ho me
tion, "although it's well intendloan program called Lock & Look. When you apply for pre-approval, we'll
e d under the au spices of
lock in today's interest rate at the same time . So even if rates rise while you 're
improved education, appears to
Down
be locking our kids out from
shopping, your rate stays the same. And with pre-approval, you can shop with
the opportunity of a quality
confidence knowing how much home you can afford. Apply before July 22, 1994, and we'll
education."
All these coaches have done
waive the $200 application fee. Drop by your local branch and talk with a Loan
the right thing; educated themSpecialist or apply by phone at 1-800-THE-BofA today, so you can look for a home tomorrow.
selves (some through athletics),
played by the rules and worked
through the system. How could
they all hav e had d ece itful
motives?
About the NCAA knowing
or unde rstanding the ir co ncerns, Thompson said during
our interview, not boasting or
mad, but with a cool calm matter of fact resolve: " I don't
think they (NCAA and Presid ents' Commissio n) und e rstand, but I think they possibly
care. But I know they will be
made to understand more clearMERI CA®
BANKING ON
ly by our actions."
The ac ti ons Thompso n
Rate locks are valid for 30 days from the date of application plus an additional 30 days provided the buyer submits a signed purchase contract within the commitment period. Lock & Look Is available In Calttomla on
talked about we re many. The
selected adjustable and fixed rate products, for owner-occupied single family residences, Including condominium and PUO units. Assuming no change In the borrowefs financial condition, final loan approval Is contin-

LOCK IN TODAY'S

RATE WHILE YOU LOOK FOR
TOMORROW'S HOME.

.

5 o/c0

m

Bank of America

A

gent upon property factors and, for LTVs greater than 80%, mortgage insurance approval. Rates, terms and conditions subject to change without notice. 01994 Bank of America NT&SA. Member FDIC.
I
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Giving Credit Where Credit Is Due

IEFS
Riverside Transit
Agency Introduce
New Logo

'

:Black Family
: Reunion Picnic
i : .:Celebration
. ..

•

: ~: ; • : The public is invited to attend
; ' ' : the co-sponsored National
: Council of Negro Women
: (NCNW) I Tobacco Use Reduc: tion Now (TURN) "Smokefree"
: Black Family Reunion picnic
: and celebration. This even will
i be held on Saturday, July 9,
; 1994 at the Rialto City Park
; which is located at the comer of
! Riverside Avenue and San
: Bernardino Road in the City of
: Rialto. The event will begin at
1 12:00 noon and continue until
I
, 5:00p.m.
l!
Black Family Reunions are
celebrated annually throughout
the United States; they are the
; inspiration of National Council
' of Negro Women's president,
: Dorothy I. Height. Dr. Height,
· · . 1 after viewing a Paul Moyer doc, ··; umentary entitled, "The Vanish. J ing Black Family", was
, ; impressed to promote Black
··; Family Reunions. Black Family
. Reunions ~ncourage African. : :American famil ies to come
!:together on an annual basis and
: communicate their unique histo: ries and traditions.
.
· African-Americans across the
' nation are particularly hard hit
. by the ill effects of tobacco use.
; The American Cancer Society's
, Cancer Facts and Figures For
! Minority Americans - 1991,
. '. reports that Blacks suffer the
. : •: : : : highest death rate due to lung
' : : : : cancer of any race in the United
· : · : , States. It is also reponed that
' .."
; : ; : Blacks are smoking more
:c igarettes than other ethnic
· : ! ;groups. Since 1950, the respira; •:tory cancer rate for Black males
!:has risen 2-1/2 times faster than
: : :ihe rate for Whites.
: ~ · ~ The tobacco industry courts
t ~frican-American communities
;: through highly visible ad cam: paigns targeted at them, mone: tary sponsorship of their cultural
e vents, or through monetary
s upport to their politicians. The
community responds by making
the tobacco industry rich in
profits from the purchase of
tobacco products.
This
exchange has meant death to
, members of the African-Ameri.
· ! can Community.
: ; :; ~: l The Black Family Reunion
' ' will celebrate those AfricanAmerican families who have
removed the tradition of tobacco
~ from thei r lifestyl e and will
;: encourage all African-American
~ families to adopt a smokefree
: tradition.

'::; i

'

·

1:i:~~ldt~e\~~

Moreno
Valley News

attainments of
the Negro in
arts, in letters,
or statesmanship, but I believe
the surest was to reach those
ends is by laying the founda- , ;{
tions in the little things of life
that lie immediately about
one's door." Booker T.
Washington, Up From Slavery,
1901.
As time passes on - will we,
the human race, ever fully
come to realize that our society
cannot afford to turn it's back
Charles Ledbetter
on our Heavenly Father. During the sermon Sunday mornLord allows them to have and
ing at MAFB, the Chaplain
use it to just "self-serye", not
reminded us that we must give
caring or realizing that the only
GOD the glory for our successway they can continue to grow,
es in life. No amount of
is to help and care for others.
money can compensate for
"Humanity is the goal of all
what GOD has _done for us, and
good, and no single race, whatcan do for us. Regardless of
ever its color or creed, can disthe different opinions of worldinherit God's anointed people."
wide tragedies, when man
W.E.B. Du Bois, The Coronaattempts to play GOD he or
tion Crisis, 1911.
she gets themselves in trouble.
Many times some of our
We must have and practice
most talented people forget or
more faith in GOD, and have
perhaps don't care where their
more respect for our fellowskills come from, and develop
man as we go about our daily
an attitude of "self-worship" as
living. There is no color line
they enjoy the many rewards of
to decide the person we should
modern day society. Some
respect.
people even put themselves on
"Neither we, nor any other
the level with GOD. This is a
people, will ever be respected
very dangerous time in one's
'til we respect ourselves and
life. Think for a moment about
we will never respect ourselves
people like Hitler, etc. It is
till we have the means to live
happening now in modem day
respectfully." Fredrick Dousociety, and we are reminded
glas, 1881.
that there is no complete life
People get into trouble when
without the Lord. We all need
they take the talent that the
guidance. I know I do, don't

The Riverside Transit Agen. cy (RTA) recently introduced a
: : . : new logo which appears on RTA
: : : . •buses.
' · · Susan Hafner, RTA General
: : : : Manager, said RTA's new logo
~: . features prominent, blue type
. · : with red accents. "A strong pub: :: lie transit system gives mobility
' · to all residents within the com:, munities it serves. To reflect this
· : image, our new logo was
tlesigned to show movement, be
very visible on the street, and
boldly announce our presence
throughout western Riverside
county," said Hafner.
For further information about
the logo or to receive details on
RTA's bus services, call the RTA
Telephone Information Center at
(909) 682-1234 from Riverside
and Moreno Valley or (800)
800-7821 from all other areas.

' t
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Indigo Holds
Afrikan Holistic
Health Seminar
African-Americans are not
getting better with the new
medical break-throughs that are
extending the life spans of
Euro-Americans. Our community suffers higher rates of cancer, strokes, high blood pressure, diabetes and kidney failure. Perhaps it is time for us to
look to our traditional roots for
the prevention of th ese ailments.
Qur key note presenter is Mr.
Binga P. Hopkins, President of
Family Holistic Health Center.
Mr. Hopkins has over IO years
experience providing health
care for the L.A., Riverside,
and San Diego areas. His center specializes in: Advance
Computerized Nutrition, Certified Colon Therapy, Licensed
Massage Therapy, Enzyme and
Nutritional Support Programs.
Nephre will make a presentation on herbal healing and
aroma therapy.
A vegetarian lunch will be
available for $5.00.
For information call Indigo
at (909) 781-9575

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Lal)

SALE DATES

-

(First)

(lllddlt I. )

teaching self-respect as a survival skill to each student.
This skill can be included with
the reading, writing, math, and
social science programs. As
the students respect themselves
more they will respect others
more. This is a good beginning to make this a better country and world to live in.
Our education system must
maintain an attitude of concern
for the moral and social values
of our future generations.

·",rn

Integrity and high self-esteem
are very important if we are to
have a successful future for our
children and grandchildren.
"You don't have to teach
people to be human. You have
to teach them how to stop
being inhuman." Eldridge
Cleaver, Conversation with
Eldridge Cleaver, 1970.

Charles Martin Named
New Dean Of
Undergraduate Studies

C

harles Martin, who
last served as the
assistant dean for
University College at
Ball State University in
Indiana, is now the new dean
for undergraduate studies at
California State University,
San Bernardino.
Martin joined the Ball State
faculty in 1983 , serving in
many academic and administrative areas.
"We were most impressed,"
says Louis Fernandez, dean for
Cal State's School of Natural
Sciences and chair for the
search committee, " with the
amount of experience Manin
had in working with students
and working for students." He
added that Manin has a "sin• .
cere interest in the students
succeeding."

riffy
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Charles Martin
With a Ph.D. in speech
pathology from Southern Illinois University, Martin also
has served on the faculty of
Kearney State College and the
University of New Hampshire,
and was a clinical supervisor at
Worcester State College.

MOST STORES

OPEN
AT IA.M.

TO SERVE YOU

All Items May Not Be Available In All Stores.

TCB Deep Hair
& Scalp Conditioner

WARNING:

Follow package
directions carefully
to avoid skin, scalp
and eye irrita1ions.

7.5-oz. Regular or With
Protein. Instantly restores
softness and shine.

REG. 2.39

)8~
TCB Relaxer Kit
No-Lye conditioning formula.
Regular or Super.

REG. 7.29

5'~

REG. 4.19

REG. 5.95

31~

44~

10.5-oz. Regular, Extra Ory, With Aloe Vera
or Wave Master for Men. REG. 3.79

12-oz. Hair lotion plus vitamins &
sunscreen. REG. 5.39

"' • • • • • • • • • • • ,.

3.8-oz. Adds needed
nutrients and conditions to
keep hair looking it's best.

8-oz. Specially formulated
for 'relaxed' hair.

Luster's
Pink Oil Moisturizer

• 'U~; /1.a,Jt:t 4 ?t •
1
MANUFACTURERS' :1
:
•
COUPONS
•

Esirg Hair
Food & Conditioner

Wash 'n Strait Shampoo

Loni Aid
Wave Activator Gel

27!

To Subscribe to the Voice send a check/money order for $35 ($47 out of
state) to: Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581 1 Riverside, CA 92502

you? Our Heavenly Father has
provided resources on earth so
that all people will have the
opportunity to have a nice
home, job, family and friends.
However, we are expected to
help each other. "Love is the
most durable power in the
world. This creative force is
the most potent instrument
available in mankind's quest
for peace and security." Dr.
Martin Luther King, 1963.
"I have decided to stick with
love. Hate is too great a burden to bear." MLK, 1968.
"Education consists not only
in the sum of what a man
knows, or the skill with which
he can put to his own advantage. A man's education must
also be measured in terms of
the soundness of his judgment
of people and things, and in his
power to understand and appreciate the needs of his fellowman and to be of service to
them. The educated man
should be so sensitive to the
conditions around him that he
makes it his chief endeavor to
improve those conditions for
the good of all." Kwame Nkruman, speech given at the Institute of- African Studies,
10/25/1963.
AS WE RISE ABOVE
SELF: It is very important that
the youth of our school system
be made aware of the important part each of them will play
in developing a peaceful, successful society for their families, and the communities in
which they must live and
work.
This can be achieved by

43!

Ambi
Complexion Cleaning Bar

Johnson's Ultra Sheen Soft
Touch Bergamot Conditioner

3.5-oz. Deep down cleaning for a
beautiful complexion. REG. 2.09

REG. 1.99

12-oz. For shiny, beautiful hair.

14!

See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrihy Or Thrihy Jr. Nearest You.
Not AD Items, Departmeats Or Prices Advertised Are Available At_Thrihy Jr. Stor~s.
.
Our Adver\isilg Pol' If an ttem is not described DI reduted or onsale, it may be at the regular price. Aregular pnce though ~t reduced ~ an outstondmg

(Clty)

(Slatt)

(ZIP)

•

THRIITT WRIES ACOMPIITE IN Of

AMERICAN GREETINGS
value If your loc1~are should run out of any advemsed ttem during the ad ~od. or should an item not amve, ~e stare will offer you a r ~
1Ubstitute ·ar we will issue you an mnold coupon on r~uest far the item to be purchllled al theod price whenever avo1loble, olus 0_111 lliriltv Qollar. Th~_does GREmNG CARDS TO OtOOSE FIOll.
not aj,p/y to dearonce anil dose-out soles ar to speriol purchD\el where quantifies are timited lo stock available. We reserve lhe nghl lo limtt quonttties.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST STORES NOW CARRY A SELECTION OF FRESH MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
(Slrttt E)

14!
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HIRING
IMMEDIATELY
Mgrs./Asst. Mgrs. for
major music/ video
chain. Send Resume
to: Global Diversity •
BV, P.O. Box 587, S.B.,
CA 92402.

PAYROLL
SPECIALIST

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following persons(s) ls
(are) doing business as:
T.K. ENTERPRISE
13346 Bladtdeer Ave.
Corona, CA 91719
TAREK I. KHATIB
13346 Blackdeer Ave.
Corona, CA 91719
This business ls conducted by
an Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 6/13/93.
sffarek Khatib
The filing or this statement
does not or itself authorize the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name in violation or
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on May 17, 1994.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on rue in my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 943433
p/6123,30/94 and 7n,14/94

12 Month position
$1798-$2304 monthly
APPLICATION
DEADLINE Monday,
July 18, 1994, at
4:30 p.m.
Written test to be
administered
on
Friday, July 22, 1994.
Medical and dental
and
accident
insurances provided
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
for employee and NAME STATEMENT
dependents (district The following persons(s) ls
cap $5,082 yrly). (are) doing business as:
WOODCRFSf
PERS retirement fund CHIROPRACTIC OFFICES
paid by the District. 16801 Van Buren Blvd. Suite D
CSEA membership or Riverside, CA 92504
equivalent service fee M. LYNN SCECINA
a
condition
of 5620 Via Cerezo
Riverside, CA 92506
employment.
This business is conducted by
CONTACT:
an Individual.
PERSONNEL OFFICE The Registrant commenced to
1151 North "A" Street transact business under the
fictitious business name or
Perris, CA 92570-1909 names listed above on ll-5·81.
s/M. Lynn Sceclna, D.C.
909/943-6369
The filing of this statement
An Affirmative
does not or Itself authorize the
Action/Equal
use in this state or a fictitious
business name in violation of
Opportunity/M-F
the rights of another under
/Disabled Persons
federal, state, or common law
Employer
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code)

ARE YOU 55+?

Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on May 24, 1994.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle in my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
Countyaerk
FILE NO. 943616
p 6/9,16,23,30/94

Want to live in a safe
place? Beautiful 2
Bdrm, 2 Bath mobile
home at the top of Mt.
Shadows Mobilehome
Park in Highland,
Fantastic
View,
Security. Call 864- T.S. No.1202915
Unit Code I
6007 for details and Loan No. 23718•L47/HINES
directions.
AP# 246-200,005•9

WARNING!
One call to the PickUp Line could result
in a lifetime of
constant pleasure.
' Call if you must, but
remember.
.we
warned you.
1-900-993-5463

Pin #3641
Only $2.99/mln. Muat be 18 or older.

LOVE STARTS
HERE!
1-800-486-3300
Extension 9418
$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Procall Co.
(602) 954-7420

LETA
PSYCHIC
Answer
your
questions! 1-900-7258000 Ext. 2549 per
min. Must be 18 yrs.
Procall Co. (602) 9547420.

SECRET
PICK-UP
TECHNIQUES!
Find out how to score
with women!
1-900-933-5463

Pin#3641
Only S2.99/mln. Muat be 1 a or older.

MEET YOUR
PERFECT MATCH!
Are you tired of lousy
datelines and
expensive dating
services? One simple
private call can
change your life
forever. Find out why
callers looking to .
meet quality people
rate us #1
1-900-993-5463
Pin#3642
Only $2.99/mln. Muat be 18 or older.

MATURE MAN!
In 50's looking for
nice M. friend please
;write H.R. P.O. Box
1351, Corona, CA
91718.

T.D. Service Company
As duly appointed trustee
under the following described
deed or trust WILL SELL AT
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE
HIGHFSf BIDDER FOR
CASH (In the forms which are
lawful tender In the United
States) and/or the cashier's
certified or other checks
specified In Civil code Section
2924h (payable in full at the
time of saie to T.D. Service
Company) all rights, title and
Interest conveyed to and now
held by It under said Deed or
Trust In the property
hereinafter described:
Trustor: Burl T. Hines, Jr.
Frances Hines
Ben.e ficlary: March Federal
Credit Union
Recorded February 5, 1993 as
Instr. No. 46909 In Bookpage-- of Official Records In
the office of the Recorder of
Riverside County:
said deed of trust describes the
following:
LOT 10 OF WALNUT
FORFSf TRACT NO. 2,
UNIT NO. I, AS SHOWN BY
MAP ON FILE IN BOOK 36
PAGE 28 OF MAPS,
RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED 2/01/93. UNLESS
YOU TAKE ACTION TO
PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE.
IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
756 Kemp Street, Riverside,
Ca.92501
"(If a street address or
common designation of
property ls shown above, no
warranty ls given as to Its
completeness or correctness)."
The beneficiary under said
Deed or Trust, by reason of a
breach or default In the
obligations secured therapy,
heretofore executed and
delivered to the undersigned a
written Declaration ofthe
undersigned to sell said
property to satisfy said
obligations, and thereafter the
undersigned caused said notice
of default and of election to be.
Recorded March 14, 1994 as
Instr. No. 10S617 In Bookpage--of official Records in
the Office or the recorder of

Riverside County;
Said Sale or property will be
made In "as is" condition
without covenant or warranty,
express or Implied, regarding
title possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the
remaining principal sum or the
note(s) secured by said deed of
Trust, with interest as In said
note provided, advances, if any,
under the terms of said Deed or
Trust, fees, charges and
expenses of the Trustee and of
the trusts created by said Deed
of Trust.
Said sale will be held on:
July 20, 1994, at 3:30 p.m. at
the Main Street entrance to the
County Courthouse, 40SD
Main St., Riverside, CA
At the time or the initial
publication of this notice, the
total amount of the unpaid
balance of the obligation
secured by the above described
deed of trust and estimated
costs , expenses, and advances
ls $76,424.91.
It Is possible that at the time of
sale the opening bid may be
less than the total Indebtedness
due.
Date: 6/23/94
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY
as said Trustee,
Sheree Collins, Assistant
Secretary
3130 Chicago Ave., #170,
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 683-3083
TAC #207432-A

IF AVAILABLE, THE
EXPECTED OPENING BID
MAY BE OBTAINED BY
CALLING THE
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE
NUMBERS ON THE DAY
BEFORE THE SALE:(714)
385-4837 or {213) 627-4865
P/6/30/94, 7/7/94, 7/14/94
TS #32172-TG4
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED 01/27/1989. UNLESS
YOU TAKE ACTION TO
PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE
SOLD AT PUBLIC SALE. IF
YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
SALE UNDER DEED OF
TRUST
Notice is hereby given that
CONSOLIDATED
RECONVEYANCE
COMPANY as trustee, or
successor trustee, or
substituted trustee pursuant to
the Deed of Trust executed by
PUNAOUPU LILA
O'CONNOR, AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN and
recorded on February 6, 1989
as Instrument #'.37904 or
Official Records In the office of
the County Recorder or
Riverside County, California
and pursuant to the Notice of
Default and Election to Sell
thereunder recorded on March
10, 1994 as Instrument #101923
or said Official Records, will
Sell on 07/26/1994 at 10:00
A.M. at THE MAIN STREET
ENTRANCE TO THE
COUNTY COURTHOUSE,
4050 MAIN STREET,
RIVERSIDE, CA at public
auction, to the highest bidder
for cash (payable at the time of
sale In lawful money of the
United States,) all rights, title,
and Interest, conveyed to and
now held by it under said Deed
of Trust in the property
situated on said County and
State and described as fol lows :
AS MORE FULLY
DESCRIBED ON SAID DEED
OF TRUST
APN 146-I00,0ll•4
TRUSTEE IS SELLING
PROPERTY "AS IS, WHERE
AS"
The street address and other
common designation, If any, of
the real property described
above Is purported to be:
S127 NORWOOD AVENUE,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
The undersigned Trustee
dlsdalms any llabllJty for any
Incorrectness or the street
address and other common
designation, If any, shown
herein.
The total amount of the unpaid
balance the obligation secured
by the property to be sold and
reasonable estimated costs,
expenses and advances at the
time of the Initial publication of
the Notice of sale Is: $92,124.24
In addition to cash, the Trustee
will accept a cashier's check
drawn on a state or national
bank, a check drawn by a state
or federal credit union or a
check d rawn by a state or
federal savings and loan
association, savings association,
or savings bank specified In
Section 5102 or the Financial
Code a nd authorized to do
business In this state. In the

event tender other than cash Is
accepted, the TnJstee may
withhold the Issuance of the
Trustee's Deed untll tii.n ds
become available to the payee
or endorsee as a matter or
righL
LPP 10328
Said sale will be made, but
without covenant or warranty,
express or Implied regarding
title, possession or
encumbrances, to satisfy the
indebtedness secured by said
Deed, advances thereunder,
with interest as provided
therein, and the unpaid
principal or the note secured by
said deed with interest thereon
as provided In said Note, fees
charges and expenses or the
trustee and of the trusts
created by said Deed ofTrusL
CONSOLIDATED
RECONVEYANCE
COMPANY
21031 VENTURA BLVD.,
SUITE520
WOODLAND IDLLS, CA
91354 (818)340,4472
Dated:06/20/1994
NANCY VIGIL
TRUSTEE SALE OFFICER
P/6/30/94,7/7/94,7/14/94
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE
DEMOLITION OF
COMMERCIAL FACILITY
LOCATED AT 375 N. MAIN
STREET, CORONA, CA
The City of Corona Housing &
Development Department is
seeking qualified contractors
for demolition orthe
commercial facility (formerly
Corona Nissan) located on the
east side or Main Street,
between Harrison Street and
Rincon Street in the City of
Corona.
The project consists of asbestos
mitigation and demolition or
the buildings and associated
parking lot as set out In the
Specifications, and fine grading
the site for tiiture development.
The selection process will begin
Monday, June 27, 1994, and
the closing date will be
Thursday, July 28, 1994.
Sealed bids should be delivered
to the Office or the City Qerk,
815 W. Sixth Street, Corona,
Ca 91720. Bids will be opened
In the Council Chambers,
Corona City Hall, 81S W. Sixth
Street, Corona, CA at 2:00
P.M. on Thursday, July 28,
1994.
The Bids and Specifications
packet may be obtained for a
fee of $10.00 at the City of
Corona Housing and
Development Department, 250
E. Rincon, Suite 107, Corona,
Ca 91718. For further
information, cill Nancy
Davison, Project Manager, at
(909) 736-2466.
P/6/'30/94

Thursday, June 30, 1994

bidders may be examined at
the South Corona Developer's
Consortium office listed above.
Bidders OD this Work wlll be
required to comply with the
President's Executive Order
No. ll246 (equal Employment
Opportunity clause) as
amended, California Labor
Code 1735, California Labor
Code 1777.6, and
lmplementary regulations
concerning equal opportunity
for Apprentices.
The Contractor wlll be
required to submit a certificate
of insurance which indemnifies
the City of Corona, ''Owner'',
and SCDC for damage to any
portion of the Work resulting
from fire, explosion, hall,
lightning, flood water,
vandalism, malicious mischief,
wind, collapse, riot, aircraft, or
smoke.
Progress payments will be
made to the Contractor in
accordance with the provisions
of the Specifications and on
Itemized estimates duly
certified and approved by the
Owner submitted In
accordance therewith, based on
labor and materials
incorporated Into said Work
during the preceding month by
the Contractor.
The Director of the
Department of Industrial
Relations has ascertained the
general prevailing rate of per
diem wages and the general
rate for holiday and overtime
work In the locality In which
the Work Is to be performed
for each craft or type of
workmen needed to execute the
Contract or Work as
hereinafter set forth (see Labor
Code 1770 et. seq.). Copies of
rates are on file at the office or
the Owner, which copies shall
be made available to any
interested party on requesL
The successful Bidder shall
posta copy of such
determination at each job site.
Attention ls called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages shall be
paid on this Project by all
Contractors and
Subcontractors.
Each Bid or Proposal shall be
made out or submitted on a
form furnished as part of the
Contract Documents, and must
be accompanied by cash, a
cashier's check or a certified
check amounting to ten percent
or the Bid, payable to the order
or City of Corona, or by a
corporate surety Bid Bomi for
that amount and so payable on

the form furnished as a part of
the Contract Documents, The
amount so posted shall be
forfeited to the Owner if the
Bidder does not, within 15 days
after written notice that the
Contract has been awarded to
him enter into a c )ntract with
the Owner for the Work and
provide the Owner with the
payment bond, performance
bond, certificat~ of Insurance
and endorsements, and other
required doruments.
A payment bond (on the
required form) In the amount
of one hundred (100) percent of
the contract price, and a
contract performance bond (on
the required form), In the
amount of one hundred (100)
percent of the contract price,
shall be required of the
successful Bidder. A warranty
bond Is also required In an
amount or 10% of the final
contract amounL
Contractor may, at his sole cost
and expense, substitute
securities equivalent to any
moneys withheld by the Owner
to ensure performance under
the contract. Such securities
shall be deposited with the
Owner or with a state or
federally chartered bank as
escrow agent who shall pay
such moneys to the Contractor
upon satisfactory completion of
the contract. The Contractor
shall be the beneficial owner of
any securities substituted for
moneys withheld and shall
receive any interest thereon.
Securities el lglble for
substitution shall include those
listed In Government Code
Section 16430 or bank or
savings and loan certificates of
deposiL Alternatively, the
contractor may request to have
earned retention paid directly
to the escrow agent in
accordance with Public
Contract Code Section 22300.
Pursuant to Section 6707 of the
California Labor Code, the
cost of sheeting, shoring and
bracing or trenches shall
constiblte a separate bid Item
under these Contract
Documents.
No bid will be accepted from a
Contractor who Is not licensed
in accordance with the
provisions or Chapter 9,
Division 111, Section 7000
through 7145 or the Business
and Professions Code or the
State of California on the date
and at the time or submittal of
the bid. A Class "A" State
Contractor's license Is

required.
The Owner reserves the right
to reject any and aU Bids, and
to waive Informalities,
Irregularities and defects in
any Bid or to award the
Contract to other than lowest
bidder.
Diedre' D. Lingenfelter, City
Clerk of the City of Corona,
California
P/6/30/94
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following persons(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
INLAND METAL CRAFTS
S81 A. Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
JAMES A. PIGUILLEM
3485 Elmwood Drive
Riverside, CA 92506
ANNE'ITE L. PIGUILLEM
3485 Elmwood Drive
Riverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by a
individuals-Husband and Wife.
The registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious business
name or names listed herein.
s/James A. Piguillem
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this· state of a fictitious
business name in violation or
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law.
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on June 15, 1994.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 944134
P/6/30/94,7n/94,7/14,21/94

An additional charge of $10.00
to cover wrapping, handling
and cost of postage for each set
of Contract Documents malled
must accompany a request for
malling.
The Contract Documents and
additional Information for

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
COMMISSION
NOTICE OF MEETING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that the public meetlq or the
Riverside County Affirmative
Action Commission will be
held OD Thursday, July 14,
19M, at the hour or 6 p.m. In
Room Ill or the Riverside
County Administrative Center,
4080 Lemon Street, Riverside,
CA.
SUBMITTED BY: Barbara L.
Gilkerson Manager or
EEO/MP
Any person may submit
written comments to the
Affirmative Action
Commission before the meeting
or may appear and be heard at
the time or the meeting.
Written comments should be
forwarded to the Affirmative
Action Commission, County or
Riverside Personnel
Department, 4080 Lemon St.,
Riverside, CA 92501-3664.
/P/6/30/94

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following persons(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
CALIFORNIA RODENT
CONTROL
4815 ML Rainer
Riverside, CA 92509
ANGELOU J. TOMISELLI
JR.
481S ML Rainer
Riverside, CA 92509
This buslnes,i Is conducted by
an Individual.
The registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious business
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SECTION 1.1
of
PROCEDURAL
DOCUMENTS
ADVERTISEMENT FOR
BIDS
CITY OF CORONA
81S WEST SIXTH STREET
CORONA, CA 91720
Separate sealed Bids for the
construction or Improvements
for Community Facilities
District No. 90-1 :
Consisting of
24 Inch Waterline Construction
In Chase Drive
from
Garretson Avenue to Rlmpau
Avenue
Project No. PW 03-194
will be received by the City of
Corona, "Owner", at the office
of the City Clerk, located at
City Hall, 815 West Sixth
Street, Corona, California
91720, until 10:00 AM, July 18,
1994, and then at said office
publicly opened and read
aloud . If forwarded by mail,
the sealed envelope containing
the Bid must be enclosed In
another envelope addressed to
the Owner.
Tbe Work and Improvements
are authorued pursuant to the
provisions of the
MelloRoos/Communlty
Facilities District Act of 1982
being Division 2 or the
Government Code of the State
of California and said project
will be financed pursuant to
bonds issued according to the
terms and provisions of the
sameacL
Coples of the Contract
Documents may be obtained
for a nonretiindable fee of $100
for the first set and a
non refund able fee of $2S.OO for
each additional seL Coples can
only be obtained at the
following location:
South Corona Developers
Consortium
Construction Trailer
520 West Chase Drive
Corona, CA 91720
(909) 371-1470

name or names listed herein.
s/Angelo J. Tomlselli, Jr.
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In .violation of
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on June 23, 1994.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 944306
P/6/30/94,7/7/94,7/14,21/94
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